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Welcome
As the new decade dawns now is the perfect time to evaluate your professional
wellbeing, embrace different ways of working and perhaps even explore other roles
The start of a new year – and a new

resolutions as you would your business

decade to boot – is a time pause and

goals, regularly checking your progress

consider where you are and how far

against your forecast (page 36); we offer

you have come; and it’s a time for

tips for aspiring CFOs (page 40); and

setting intentions for the coming

we have inspiring stories from ACCA

months. It’s also a chance to take stock

members who have left the corporate

of your professional wellbeing. How do

world to work for NGOs after fulfilling

you feel about your career? Does what

volunteering experiences (page 38).

you do give you a sense of purpose?

We also kick off a new series called

In this issue, we look at the latest topic

‘The complete package’, which looks

in ACCA’s themes on the profession

at sought-after roles that accountants

– the power of future-ready talent.

might be interested in pursuing. First up

Professional accountants are essential

is the ESG compliance officer.

for sound financial decision-making to

There have also been developments

enable sustainable growth. Our main

in a number of key areas that need our

feature on page 20 explores the findings

attention. One of the most pressing is

of a new ACCA professional insights

the new Stewardship Code, effective

report that looks at trends shaping

from the first of this month (page 48).

the future and the ways in which

Finally, I would like to thank the 5,000-

accountants can harness their skills and

plus respondents to the AB reader survey

experience to seek new opportunities.

for their valuable feedback. I’m delighted

On page 32, organisational

that 87% of readers value the magazine

psychologist Dr Rob Yeung writes

in its variety of formats, with almost one

about how career success is measured

in two rating it ‘very important’. We aim

and considers the factors that help boost

to keep up the good work.

AB

job satisfaction and career outcomes.
Also on the careers theme, we

Jo Malvern, editor

look at how to treat your new year’s

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Ingo Arndt’s shot of a
puma attacking a guanaco
in Chile was one of the
winners of the 2019
Wildlife Photographer
of the Year Awards,
netting a cash prize and
hefty publicity from the
London exhibition and
subsequent global tour.

The Edinburgh building
occupied by department
store Jenners since its
construction in 1895 is
to close from 2021 for
a major refurbishment
that is expected to boost
Princes Street’s attractions
by adding a hotel, cafes
and rooftop restaurant.

The world’s largest indoor
eco farm has opened
in Moscow, vertically
growing 25 tons of
greens and microgreens
a day in microclimates
created by LED
phytolamps. Productivity
is much higher than in a
conventional greenhouse.

Bamburgh Castle is one
of Northumberland’s
coastal attractions that
could be celebrating a
hike in business after the
county won the seaside
category in the National
Staycation Awards run
by leisure operator
HolidayCottages.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from around the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Firms’ separation call

Robins, head of enforcement

expect greater transparency

by business to respond

There needs to be

at Companies House, told

of the risks to which

to the risks has significant

operational separation

ACCA’s public sector summit

companies are exposed and

implications.’ Listen to our

between the Big Four’s audit

(see pages 60 and 80).

the actions they are taking to

Accounting for the Future

and consulting businesses,

‘We’ve been criticised for not

mitigate their impact.

session on climate-related

the incoming chair of the

checking information, which

Financial Reporting Council,

may be a main focus in the

Not all about profit

Simon Dingemans, has said.

future,’ he said. Companies

Almost half of companies

He argues that as well as

House now shares

now value success factors

Stewardship Code

addressing concerns over

information with HMRC,

beyond profit, Deloitte said

The Financial Reporting

conflicts of interest, it would

including companies’

in its Annual report insights

Council has published a

also prevent cross-subsidies

declared revenues.

2019. Other priorities

substantially revised version

included in annual reports

of the UK Stewardship

between the two activity

disclosure at accaglobal.
com/AFF2019.

areas and make audit firms

FRC pens open letter

are climate change and

Code. The new code

more responsible by losing

Corporate reporting needs

social impact. More than half

establishes a clear

the safety net of parent

to improve, the Financial

of companies refer in their

benchmark for stewardship

group protection. The six

Reporting Council told all

reports to climate change,

as the responsible allocation,

largest firms have been

audit committee chairs and

even where they don’t

management and oversight

told by the Department

finance directors in an open

include the environment as

of capital to create long-

for Business, Energy and

letter. It expects companies

a priority. Veronica Poole,

term value for clients and

Industrial Strategy to

to improve the quality of

global IFRS leader and UK

beneficiaries leading to

demonstrate their resilience,

reporting of forward-looking

head of corporate reporting

sustainable benefits for the

with reference to capital

information, the potential

at Deloitte UK, said: ‘Climate

economy, the environment

strength and insurance cover.

impact of emerging risks on

change is likely to have a

and society. See page 48.

future business strategy, the

profound impact on business

Companies House

carrying value of assets and

and on us as individuals. It

FRC has audit issues

Companies House will begin

the recognition of liabilities.

will lead to significant market

Concerns about the level

to enforce rules associated

The FRC added that in times

corrections and changes in

of challenge by auditors

with companies’ returns, Lee

of uncertainty, investors

the coming years. Failure

of company executives
were raised at the House of

Latest AF is here!

Commons’ Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy

The latest issue of Accountancy Futures is now out. The twice-

Committee, prior to the

yearly magazine – produced by ACCA and alliance partner CA

dissolution of parliament.

ANZ for senior employers, influencers and decision-makers

MPs considering the

around the world – looks at the role of finance and business

collapse of Thomas Cook

in resetting how modern economies function, improving

were told by the Financial

public trust in business by putting ethics at the heart of

Reporting Council’s director

every decision, SMPs and digital transformation, policing the

of enforcement Elizabeth

global tax system and much more. Find the online edition at

Barrett that regulators

www.accaglobal.com/futuresjournal.

were also considering
auditors’ approach to going

8
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concern judgments and
goodwill impairment. The

Tax in the north

FRC is investigating EY’s

The only constituency in

audit of Thomas Cook.

the top 10 highest payers

Launching its Developments

of income tax outside of

in audit 2019 report, the

the south-east of England

FRC said its Audit Quality

is Altrincham and Sale West, with an

Review team’s inspection

average income of £53,300 and paying

reports show that auditors

24% of income in tax. According to UHY

continue to struggle with

Hacker Young’s survey of high net worth

challenging management

taxpayers, this compares with average

sufficiently, especially in

income of £68,600 and 28% tax in the

more judgmental areas,

top area of Esher and Walton. However,

such as long-term contracts,

Altrincham and Sale beat London, which

goodwill impairment and

averages £46,900 income and 22% tax.

the valuation of financial

The lowest levels of income tax, at 10%,

instruments.

were as shown in the map, right.

Bolton
South East

£22,500

Nottingham North

£21,700
Wolverhampton
South East

£22,300

Deloitte’s auditor pay
Independent non-executive

additional 2,600 people.

their combined total fee

Citi fined £44m

directors are to determine

While transaction advisory

income in 2018 by 4.7%

Citi has been fined £43.9m

the pay of Deloitte’s auditors.

services and tax grew

to £10.95bn and audit fee

for breaching the regulatory

The move is the latest by

revenues by 9% and 8%,

income by 1.7% to £2.1bn.

reporting requirements of

a Big Four firm to address

respectively, they fell in

Total fee income at non-Big

the Prudential Regulation

criticisms of auditing.

advisory and assurance by

Four firms fell by 8.1%, and

Authority. There were

Deloitte will also appoint

3% and 5%. EY said that

audit fee income fell by

‘significant errors’ in Citi’s

an independent chair of

it was increasing audit

6.3%. Mid-tier firms are now

reporting returns to the

its audit practice and give

charges as part of a drive

reporting a big increase in

PRA, including six material

non-executives oversight

to improve quality, which

audit inquiries from large

or potentially material

of policies linking audit

was backed by an annual

listed companies.

errors, causing the PRA

quality to remuneration.

investment of £25m in the

In publishing its ethnicity

last five years.

pay gap – which rose last

to be provided with an

HMRC CEO named

unreliable picture of the

Jim Harra has been

capital and liquidity position

year from 12.9% to 14.5% –

ACCA grows fastest

appointed HMRC’s

of Citi’s subsidiary Citigroup

Deloitte agreed an ethnicity

ACCA was the UK’s fastest-

chief executive and first

Global Markets Ltd. Among

action plan to attract,

growing accountancy body

permanent secretary. He

the PRA’s criticisms was

develop and retain ethnic

between 2014 and 2018, the

replaces Sir Jonathan

that ‘CGML’s approach to

minority employees. Grant

Financial Reporting Council

Thompson, who last

technical interpretations of

Thornton published details

reported in its latest edition

year became chief

reporting requirements was

of its partners’ pay, which fell

of Key Facts and Trends in

executive of the Financial

insufficiently robust’. The fine

to £323,000 on average last

the Accountancy Profession.

Reporting Council, which

would have been £62.7m

year, down from £373,000

ACCA benefited from 23%

is transitioning into the

had Citi not agreed to

the year before.

growth in members and

Audit, Reporting and

resolve the weaknesses.

15.6% growth in students

Governance Authority

EY raises audit fees

worldwide. The FRC also

(Arga). Harra had been

EY launches TaxChat

EY in the UK increased its

reported that all FTSE

interim chief executive since

EY has launched an online,

revenues by 1.5% to £2.45bn

100 companies are now

1 October 2019 and second

on-demand tax service to

in the year ending June

audited by Big Four firms.

permanent secretary since

help individuals complete

2019, and employed an

The Big Four increased

January 2018.

their self-assessment tax
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Finance relies on big data
Almost two-thirds (64%) of CFOs expect that the financial world won’t
be able to operate without big data within the next five years – and
13% think this is already the case. According to the latest FinTech
Barometer, Onguard’s annual survey, 18% do not use big data at
all. Over 40% expect AI to have a major impact on employment
opportunities. Current uses of big data by CFOs are:

54%

to make well-informed
decisions

41%

to make predictive
analyses

29%

to analyse large,
unstructured databases

returns. TaxChat connects

accountants and support the

Institute of Chartered

about the present and

users with an EY tax adviser.

profession in the provision

Accountants of Nigeria.

future needs and demands

EY said its research shows

of high-quality financial

that a third of the 11.5m

reporting, auditing and

ACCA updates MoU

UK taxpayers undertaking

other accounting services.

ACCA has renewed

Activist berates UK

its memorandum of

The UK government is guilty

self assessment worry

10

of the profession.

about getting something

IFAC balance

understanding with

of ‘very creative carbon

wrong, while 15% find it

Women form the majority

international accountancy

accounting’ in order to

complicated and time-

of the board of the

association Morison KSi.

claim it has achieved a

consuming, and 12% say

International Federation

Since 2017, ACCA and

42% reduction in carbon

they don’t have the money

of Accountants for the first

the mid-tier association

emissions since 1990,

for an accountant’s services.

time, comprising five out of

have been working closely

climate activist Greta

the eight positions. Six new

together on a number of

Thunberg has argued.

Tech and scepticism

members join IFAC’s board:

projects. Renewing the

She says the real figure is

New standards from the

Fiona Wilkinson of the

MoU means furthering

around 10%. The difference

International Accounting

Consultative Committee of

the strong and strategic

represents those emissions

Education Standards Board

Accountancy Bodies;

link with Morison KSi, and

produced outside of the

address the need for

Winnie Nyamute of the

continuing a programme

UK to satisfy demand

professional accountants’

Institute of Certified

of work to develop

within the UK – in effect,

skills and aptitudes to

Public Accountants of

mutual research interests,

the outsourcing of carbon

include ICT and professional

Kenya; Joan Curry of

and provide access to

release. The UK government

scepticism. The aim of

Chartered Accountants

initiatives and services that

claims that its figures comply

the revised standards is

Ireland; Caroline Gardner

support talent attraction,

with international standards

to improve the relevance

of the Chartered Institute

development and retention.

for the assessment of carbon

and quality of professional

of Public Finance and

The updated MoU will

emissions. Thunberg’s

accounting education

Accountancy; Yeong

also build on existing

charge applies to other

in order to identify the

Kyun Ahn of the Korean

connections and provide

economically advanced

learning and development

Institute of Certified

for the continued sharing

nations.

activities that enhance the

Public Accountants; and

of the organisations’

professional competence of

Ismaila Zakari of the

respective perspectives

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Easier does it
According to a World Bank report, 115 countries have implemented hundreds of
reforms in the past year to boost economic efficiency and make it easier to do business

Highest fliers

Biggest improvers

Among the 190 economies covered by the report on ease

The 10 economies that have most improved their ranking

of doing business, the top scorers typically make use of

since the 2019 report accounted for a fifth of the worldwide

online business incorporation processes, electronic tax filing

total of regulatory reforms in the year. Bahrain, followed

platforms and online property transfer procedures. The top

by China and Saudi Arabia, implemented most reforms,

50 includes two economies in Africa – Mauritius (13) and

although 26 economies took steps that stifled efficiency.

Rwanda (38) – but none in Latin America.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rank 2020 (2019)
Saudi Arabia
Jordan
Togo
Bahrain
Tajikistan
Pakistan
Kuwait
China
India
Nigeria

New Zealand
Singapore
Hong Kong SAR
Denmark
South Korea
US
Georgia
UK
Norway
Sweden

62 (92)
75 (104)
97 (137)
43 (62)
106 (126)
108 (136)
83 (97)
31 (46)
63 (77)
131 (146)

Quickest compliers

Least corrupt

Europe and Central Asia have been most effective at

Economies with fewer tax payments (due to online processes)

reducing tax compliance time (through e-filing and

have a lower perceived level of public sector corruption.

e-payment), but most regions have improved significantly.
Average time (hours per year)

Corruption perceptions index score (0–100)
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More information
Find the report Doing Business 2020 at bit.ly/WB-Biz-2020.
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‘We have to be
agile enough that
as new issues
arise, we are able
to take them
onto our agenda
quickly and
respond rapidly’

12
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Thinking outside the box
The new head of the IAASB, Tom Seidenstein, sees innovation, collaboration and
agility as vital if the organisation is to address the disruption across the audit profession

H

(IAASB) in July 2019, Tom Seidenstein

2019

external reporting, but we have been

recognises the challenges posed by

Chair of the IAASB

concerned not to stifle innovation in

aving taken the helm of the
International Auditing and

i i CVCV

deal with non-financial reporting, value
reporting and integrated reporting. ‘We
have a project on emerging forms of

Assurance Standards Board

that space or point our ship towards one

the loss of trust in audit quality and
the intense scrutiny the profession is

2012

direction when the world may want to go

experiencing. He intends to respond

Vice president, strategy and

elsewhere,’ Seidenstein says.

by embracing innovation while

policy research, then vice

maintaining a commitment to high-

president, strategy, innovation

attention. Seidenstein asks: ‘If technology

quality standard-setting.

and capital management,

is going to have a disruptive effect

Fannie Mae in the US

on the role of audit and accountancy,

Unlike his predecessor, Professor Arnold

The use of technology is also attracting

how do standard setters respond? We

Schilder, Seidenstein isn’t a member
of the audit profession. Nevertheless,

2000

are dealing with technology issues in

he sees strong markets, high-quality

Executive officer to Paul Volcker,

an incremental fashion right now. But

standards and a high-quality profession

chairman of the trustees of the

we need to work with a broader set of

as directly linked. ‘I believe the profession

IFRS Foundation, then director

stakeholders to understand what the

is essential to making our economies and

of operations and later chief

world of audit and assurance could look

markets work better,’ he says. ‘That will

operating officer

like if things take a major step forward in
the use of technology, machine learning

only occur if we are able to attract the
best and brightest to the profession.

1999

and artificial intelligence.’

‘From my experience, millennials and

Executive director, CCS

the next generation are attracted to fields

Fundraising, working on

Broad interests

where there’s a sense of purpose and a

campaigns for not-for-profit

In helping the IAASB address such issues,

pursuit of truth. Standard setters should

organisations

Seidenstein brings his past experience

enable that,’ he says. ‘We have to write

at the International Financial Reporting

standards that are clear, understandable

1997

Standards (IFRS) Foundation, which he

and implementable. We also have to be

Master’s in public policy,

was instrumental in establishing. ‘I was

agile enough that as new issues arise, we

Harvard Kennedy School

there for the first 11 years of its existence,’

are able to take them onto our agenda

he says. ‘We saw a lot of successes in

1995

terms of global IFRS adoption, and the

Special assistant to the MD at

International Accounting Standards

ensure the IAASB has a technical work

the Center for Strategic and

Board evolved as an organisation. But it

programme with the ‘right mix of

International Studies

was also a period where we had some

quickly and respond rapidly.’
Seidenstein’s first priority is to

projects’. This includes completing major
revisions to standards and supporting

fundamental challenges. There were
concerns post-crisis about fair value,

the interpretation, application and improvement of standards.

and about this new body and its accountability. I had a direct

Within the mix, Seidenstein also wants to address emerging

role in how we managed that.’

issues – including those ‘contributing to the expectation

Seidenstein is also applying his experience gained at the

gap today’, with fraud and going concern being two hot

leading provider of mortgage finance in the US, Fannie Mae,

topics. There are other emerging issues too, such as how to

where he was in charge of strategy for seven years. ‘It became

tackle complexity, particularly for smaller entities, and how to

clear to me what it takes to create a crisp, clear strategy,’ he
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says. This insight will be useful at the IAASB. In Seidenstein’s

from commenting on issues – perhaps through greater

view, having a clear strategy clarifies organisational goals

use of surveys. Seidenstein also sees value in cross-sector

externally and internally, ‘provides a lens’ for making choices

collaboration – for example, learning from the technology

about priorities in a world of limited capacity, and supports

or start-up community in terms of ‘how they operate and

accountability – the ability to judge success based on

what technologies are coming on that could impact the

achievements compared to strategic goals.

audit profession’.

Tooling up

Seidenstein believes, particularly the willingness to experiment

Innovation is likely to play a part in the IAASB’s future

and fail. ‘We must be willing to try new approaches to solve

strategy. ‘Can we be more agile?’ Seidenstein asks. ‘Can we

issues of public interest, rather than seeing long, three-year

use collaboration tools to engage a broader stakeholder

projects as the only way,’ he says. ‘You have to find sandboxes

group and get input not just in the exposure draft and formal

and be willing to allow people to experiment there. You have

consultation period, but throughout in an iterative fashion?’

to be willing to put things out in beta format and let people

Seidenstein wants to remove ‘barriers to entry’ that could

test them. It’s about an agile process in the build-up to a

dissuade wider stakeholders, including the general public,

standard – lots of user testing, lots of iteration and long-

Other lessons could be learnt from the tech sector,

14
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term acceptance of the willingness to fail now and then.’
Seidenstein also wants to see whether the IAASB could

i

Basics

have ‘more tools in our tool chest’ alongside standards,
such as a new improvements process or interpretations

US$10.4m

capability. He is also interested in ‘closer interaction with the

IAASB’s allocated revenue for 2018, equivalent to 29% of

official ecosystem’. For example, could the IAASB work more

IFAC’s US$35.8m total revenue for 2018

efficiently with the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants or make better use of national standard setters?

12

‘Could the combination of securities regulators and audit

Number of IAASB direct staff, including 10 technical staff

inspectors, accounting standard setters and audit standard
setters work more tightly together – so it’s not just about

132

regular meetings, but providing a continuous feedback loop?’

Jurisdictions using Clarified ISAs or committed to doing so

Seidenstein asks.

in the near future

There’s no doubting Seidenstein’s ‘commitment to the
mission’ as chair of the IAASB and his desire to ensure that

390

the audit and assurance profession is a valued one. He was

IAASB outreach activities between 1 January 2016 and 30

also attracted to the role because it allows him to engage ‘in

June 2019, in 44 countries

a global policy environment’. Seidenstein has undergraduate
and post-graduate degrees in public policy and having ‘a

5

career with meaning’ is important. ‘The role of public service

New and revised ISAs issued between 1 January 2016

has always been the driver of personal ambition for me,’ he

and 30 June 2019, alongside six exposure drafts and five

says. ‘To me, public policy challenges are interesting both

consultation and discussion papers

because of the potential impact, but
also the complexity: the problems
associated with public policy issues
are multifaceted and require you to
navigate lots of different challenges
along the way.’

Sliding doors
Seidenstein became highly involved
in the accounting and auditing
sphere because of a ‘sliding-doors
moment’ – his decision to take
a course on the economics of
baseball, taught by Paul Volcker,

our board is viewed as responsive
in tackling issues of major public

‘The problems
associated with
public policy issues
are multifaceted
and require you
to navigate lots of
different challenges
along the way’

interest; that we have made the
standard-setting process a little
more approachable for a wider
group of stakeholders; and that
people view the product we put
out as appropriately complex – or
sufficiently non-complex – for the
users of those standards.’
Seidenstein is aiming high: ‘We
should shoot for a profession of
which everyone is proud,’ he says.

with whom he became good friends.

‘We should be absolutely clear

‘It was through that relationship that
I got involved with standard setting,’ Seidenstein says. When

that we are going to make people proud by being 100%

Volcker, who died last month, was appointed chair of what

committed to quality and the public interest. If you are a newly

became the IFRS Foundation, he asked Seidenstein to help

qualified auditor or an auditor with 10 years’ experience or at

set it up. The organisation changed hugely during the period

the end of your career, you should be proud of what you are

from 2001 to 2012 when Seidenstein was director of operations

doing. That’s the sign of whether we have been successful.’

AB

and then chief operating officer. ‘When I started we had a staff
of about 13 and a budget of £2.5m, and by the end the IFRS
Foundation had a staff of 145 and a budget of £22m,’ he says.
Now Seidenstein’s attention is firmly focused on the audit
sphere. Appointed for a three-year term, he has a clear vision
of what success will look like at the end of this period: ‘That

Sarah Perrin, journalist
Audit thoughts
Watch Tom Seidentstein talk about his plans for the IAASB,
at our virtual conference, at accaglobal.com/AFF2019.
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Change in direction
The interaction between boards, auditors and governance makes accountability a
challenge. The solution will be enhanced regulatory responsibility, says Robert Bruce
Community spirit

It has long been impossible in our

Hear Robert Bruce’s podcast about
participatory budgeting (article on
page 60) at accaglobal.com/ab.

complicated times to be sure of
anything on the horizon. But looking
at the new year unfolding ahead of us,
there has to be a feeling that all the
arguments have been so rehearsed

something occurred that would have

and fought over in recent years that a

been astonishing a few years back.

pattern should gradually emerge.

Almost 200 members of the US Business

Like so much in public life, the debate

Roundtable, the traditional collective

over the complex interconnection

voice of US business from Coca-Cola to

between the boards of companies,

Walmart, announced that it would be,

auditors, and corporate governance has

by and large, all stakeholders to whom

become disjointed. Popular solutions

they would be beholden, not just the

to difficult issues are always those that

narrow band of shareholders.

portray the problems as being someone

This is where cultural shifts are likely to

else’s fault. That way mud can be

bring further change across the year to

thrown at the perceived perpetrator.

come. It is about widening responsibility

Enormous satisfaction can be derived.

in all regulatory fields.

But the problem will remain unresolved.
Effective solutions to dilemmas

Broader investigatory scope

are rarely grappled with. Invariably

One of the problems of the old

they will be complex and devoid

Financial Reporting Council, responsible

of vindictiveness and so rendered

for policing corporate governance in

unattractive to the reformers involved.

the UK, was the narrow government-

And so it has been. But there are

imposed jurisdiction it laboured under.

signs that a change in business culture

It could only investigate qualified

is on its way. In the UK there has been

accountants and only once all other

an inevitability about it. The idea

interested regulatory bodies had

that the overwhelming corporate

completed their investigations.

objective was to maximise shareholder
earnings to the exclusion of all other
interested parties has been on the
wane for some years. The rise of several
factors – sustainability, the increasing
importance of non-financial reporting,
the significance of a narrative of value
creation, and the recognition of the
wider circle of stakeholders vital to the
long-term survival of a company – have
all contributed.
As ever, the elephant in the global
room has been the US. But last year

16

Once reconstituted as the Arga –

A cultural shift will
end the notion that
it is the auditors
who should bring
failing companies
to an end as
directors sidle off
into the sunset

the Audit, Reporting and Governance
Authority – it will be able to pursue
all CEOs, CFOs, chairs and audit
committee chairs, whether they are
accountants or not. The whole policing
of governance will undergo a seismic
cultural change, and it will knock one
of the more bizarre concepts of recent
times on the head.
In the popular mind the idea had
grown that auditors were almost entirely
to blame for corporate failures. Even
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Sir Donald Brydon, speaking before his

Don’t shoot the auditors

review of audit and audit quality was

Sir Donald Brydon made his misgivings plain before the publication of his review of

published, broke his pre-publication

the scope and quality of the audit market. ‘I have said before,’ he told a conference

purdah to make the point that: ‘It is not

towards the end of the year, ‘that it is not, however, auditors that cause companies to

auditors that cause companies to fail;

fail; that is the result of actions by directors. And I am a little troubled by the current

that is the result of actions by directors.’

mood that reaches for a shotgun aimed at auditors every time there is a corporate

The fact that he had to point this out

problem. I am mindful that audit needs to be an attractive profession that attracts

showed how far the idea had taken root.

the brightest and best who can have confidence that good professional work will not

This cultural shift will focus attention

be misdescribed at moments of stress.’

on the growing recognition about
the importance of Section 172 of the
Companies Act which, in a nutshell,

their colleagues. And it should also end

off into the sunset. All bets could be

emphasises that directors bear

the notion that it is the auditors who

off in this chaotic world of ours, but

responsibility for corporate wellbeing

should step into the limelight ahead

you never know, cultural change may

and the idea that the accounts have to

of the company directors and bring

provide the answers.

be fair, balanced and understandable.

ineptly managed and failing companies

The arrow of blame will move from the

to an end, precipitating thousands of

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

auditors to the board of directors and

redundancies, while the directors sidle

commentator and journalist.

AB
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New models of insight
There’s more to audit than gathering evidence about areas of uncertainty. Meaningful
scrutiny of management decisions calls for bolder auditors, suggests Jane Fuller
One of the challenges laid down in

cover, profit margins and sales volatility.

Sir Donald Brydon’s UK review of the

Auditors could use similar fact-

quality and effectiveness of audit was

based analysis to grade the financial

for contributors to provide views on

strength of a company. Where forecast

‘models for published auditor reporting

cashflows – sensitive to variations in key

that may provide more meaningful

assumptions – are used in valuations, a

insight and narrative’.

range of outcomes could be displayed,

Extended auditor’s reports have been

like a Bank of England fan chart.

around since 2014. The big advance

We all have our pet ‘red flags’, but

has been in commentary on difficult

they do overlap in a way that could

judgments, provided under the heading

guide our agents, the auditors. Mine

‘key audit matters’. These disclosures

are: net debt-to-EBITDA ratios above

have actually given users of accounts

four times; interest cover below

meaningful insight into potential trouble.

three times; weak cash conversion of

At Thomas Cook, for instance, referring

operating profits; ballooning working

to the going concern basis for the 2018

capital; large long-term liabilities;

accounts, EY pointed out that this was

management taking liberties with

dependent upon the group’s ‘continued

adjusted profit numbers. On the

access to bank borrowing facilities’ and

income side: sales are vanity, profits are

its ability to operate within covenants

sanity and cash is reality; on the balance

that had already had to be reset.

sheet, asset values can be flaky while

But apart from KPMG’s limited

liabilities are stubborn.

foray into providing judgment on

Lessons can be learnt from the

management’s approach – optimistic

prudential regulation of banks, where

or cautious – there has been little

goodwill is not regarded as a sound

innovation. Auditors have busied

component of loss-absorbing capital.

themselves by gathering evidence

Other straws in the wind include the

about areas of uncertainty, while

fact that providers of credit now rank

ducking qualification of accounts

alongside shareholders as primary

and emphasis on serious matters. In

users of accounts.

theory, the disclosure approach is

To demonstrate their public interest

fine – investors are supposed to be an
expert audience. But in practice it is not
enough. Those relying on the accounts
include suppliers, who are naïve
creditors, and the not-so-financially
literate politicians who investigate highprofile bankruptcies.
So what might a model to aid
judgment look like? One solution is to
learn from the credit rating agencies,
whose ratios take in leverage, interest

18

role, independent auditors need to

Auditors have
busied themselves
gathering evidence
about areas of
uncertainty, while
ducking emphasis
on serious matters

be bolder, not only in their challenges
of management judgments but in
drawing attention to any weaknesses.
The public does not care about
successful companies, only about the
ones that go bust.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA Society
of the UK and co-director of the Centre
for the Study of Financial Innovation.
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Front and centre
Professional accountants can play key roles in a future that requires skills in strategic
thinking, addressing sustainability, supporting innovation and driving the digital agenda

P

rofessional accountants take pride in their work, and

senior finance leaders, HR professionals and recruitment

a number of significant trends indicate that the future

specialists in key markets.

should continue to be bright for those whose careers

business and work, the report sets out a model to identify

just beginning their studies.

ways in which accountants can enjoy fulfilling and exciting

These trends range from the rise of data and spread of

careers. This model, according to Jamie Lyon, the report’s

automation, to the increasing acceptance of the importance

author and portfolio lead – professional insights at ACCA,

of intangible assets and non-financial capital. They include

rests on the central proposition that modern society is

growing recognition of the link between innovation and

increasingly focused on building a sustainable future, and

diverse, inclusive workforces, as well as the changing

that organisations need to focus on developing sustainable

nature of the workforce itself. The workforce shifts include

and purposeful businesses.

many people having longer working lives and retiring later.

‘That is driving the future of the profession,’ says Lyon. ‘This

Meanwhile, younger generations entering employment have

report is all about the opportunities that exist for professional

changing aspirations and perspectives. Digital natives (those

accountants in creating and supporting this sustainable world.’

born after 1997) not only see mobile devices as the norm

The model set out in the report envisages accountants

and embrace social media, but also, research suggests, seek

finding exciting opportunities to support the sustainability

meaning and purpose in their personal and professional lives.

imperative in five broad ways: as assurance advocates,

These and other trends shaping the environment in

20

Taking stock of the various trends shaping the future of

are already in progress as well as for aspiring accountants

business transformers, data navigators, digital playmakers

which professional accountants will be working in future

and sustainability trailblazers (see panel). These aren’t

are identified in a new ACCA report, due to be published

specific roles or career paths, but areas where professional

this month. The report draws on desktop research, a

accountants can bring their expertise to bear for the benefit

member survey and in-depth interviews conducted with

of their organisations and the wider community.
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Professional accountants could have an impact in
more than one of these areas during their careers. Lyon

Who will you be?

envisages a future world of career multiplicity, where

Five broad role areas that support the sustainability

individuals may have many different types of role during

imperative for societies and businesses are beginning to

their working life, building lattice careers rather than

open up for professional accountants.

climbing the traditional career ladder. ‘We will see more
fluidity in terms of how people navigate across different
types of activity,’ he says. ‘Roles are changing more quickly,

Assurance advocate. In fast-changing, digitally disrupted

and that is driving quicker turnover of skills. That in turn

markets, organisations need to manage risk appropriately

is driving the transformation of how we learn. The ways

and ethically. Professional accountants can use digital

in which we learn need to change along with the skills we

tools and technologies to transform the risk, reporting and

need to develop.’

internal control landscape to create and preserve value.

For example, if new skills quickly become in demand
and others become obsolete, individuals will need the

They can also support responsible business practice, and
drive transparency and trust in the organisation.

capacity to keep learning. Scheduled traditional learning
formats are likely to be increasingly replaced with new

Business transformer. Business models will keep evolving

digitally enabled and workplace-based options that support

in response to new technologies and markets. Accountants

‘learning in the now’ – meeting the need for rapid access

can support businesses of all sizes in these efforts, by

to new knowledge and skills. So although the concept

leading finance operational change programmes or wider

of continuing professional development is already firmly

business transformation initiatives.

established in the accountancy profession, it is going to
become more important.

Data navigator. Data is an enterprise asset that can be

In playing their part in building sustainable businesses,

used in everything from building the business case for new

accountants will still need to apply the seven professional

investments to profiling competitive threats. Accountants

competencies – or quotients – identified by earlier ACCA

can act as strategic advisers, helping to develop and apply

research. These quotients include the more typical

rich data sets and analytical tools to provide real-time

competencies (technical and ethical, intelligence, digital,

insights into how to create and sustain long-term value.

and experience) as well the softer skills (creative, digital
and emotional intelligence). For example, the emotional

Digital playmaker. Digital adoption is key to creating

intelligence quotient could become particularly important in

competitive advantage through innovation. Accountants

future, through assisting in understanding the viewpoints of

can act as technology evangelists, identifying the potential

wider stakeholders or advocating ethical approaches to the

of robotics and machine learning to transform finance and

adoption of new technologies.

business operations, and working with tech teams to drive

‘These professional quotients are still very

productivity and better decision support.

relevant in this emerging world,’ Lyon
says. ‘Accountants will need to apply
all their broad skills to have maximum
impact in organisations seeking to
build sustainable business strategies
and operations. Those who succeed
can look forward to a new world of
opportunity and the chance to build
brilliant careers.’

AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
More information
The report will be available at
bit.ly/ACCA-prof-insights.

Sustainability trailblazer. In a

Accountants can
act as digital
playmakers,
identifying the
potential of
technology to
transform finance
and business
operations

world of increasingly constrained
resources and disrupted business
models, value is created by more
than just financial capital, and
intangible assets are a growing
proportion of enterprise value.
Accountants can set frameworks
that capture, measure and report
on activities that truly drive value,
providing more meaningful and
transparent information about
the organisation’s performance.
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Glimmers in the gloom
Geopolitical tensions make for downbeat global economic forecasts for the year
ahead, although there are some causes for optimism, says Michael Taylor

L

ast year the global economy

US and China. In addition, the World

expanded at close to 3%,

Trade Organisation has recorded

the slowest rate since the

financial crisis 10 years ago. The
slowdown progressed steadily
throughout last year and was
foreshadowed by our Global
Economic Conditions Survey, which
showed global confidence faltering
with each successive quarter. In its
recent World Economic Outlook
report, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) summed up the situation

No early resolution
of the US-China
trade war is in
prospect but
monetary easing will
support growth and
consumer spending
should hold up

a general growth in protectionist
measures in recent years,
undermining the trend towards
globalisation.
Weakness has been widespread,
with nearly every major economy
growing more slowly in 2019 than
in 2018. But the Chinese economy
was the biggest downside surprise
in 2019 and is a major risk in the year
ahead. It seems likely that China
growth will fall below 6% this year –

under the title ‘Synchronised

the lowest rate in 30 years. A surprise

Slowdown, Precarious Outlook’. So

last year was China’s failure to respond to increasing evidence

what’s in store for the year ahead?

of a slowing economy with robust stimulus measures – as it

A major cause of slowing global activity continues to be
the trade war between the US and China. Increased tariffs will

had done in previous slowdowns. Growing concerns about

have a relatively modest direct effect on both economies’ GDP

high debt levels appear to have made the Chinese authorities

growth given their large domestic markets. But the uncertainty

more cautious, limiting their efforts to cushioning rather than

created by trade tensions and the wider ramifications on

preventing economic slowdown.
The global slowdown so far has been driven by a sharp

technology transfer and intellectual property is acting as a
drag on business confidence and investment not just in the

turndown in industrial production and global trade. By contrast

Real GDP growth
% growth year on year
6

Eurozone
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consumer spending is holding up quite well in many countries.
Low unemployment and rising real wages boosted by low
inflation are key factors here, and there are few signs of cooling
as yet in labour markets.

A boost from policy?
Looking at the year ahead it is important to recall that
monetary policy was eased in numerous countries in 2019;
with the usual lags, this would be expected to support growth
in coming months. The lead was taken by the US Federal
Reserve, which cut interest rates by a total of a three-quarter
percentage point during the second half of last year. Easing by
the US allows other central banks the flexibility to ease policy
too, especially those with fixed exchange rates with the US
dollar. Lower US interest rates also benefit other central banks
in emerging markets, as their debt servicing costs are reduced.
The IMF and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development have called for fiscal easing to offset the current
downturn. Examples last year include Thailand and Malaysia
introducing expansionary budgets to mitigate the effects of a
slowing Chinese economy, and India announcing significant tax
cuts in the face of a sharply slowing domestic economy.
But the prospects of material fiscal ease in three of the
largest economies – China, Germany and the US – are
negligible. The case for a fiscal boost in Germany is
overwhelming; public sector debt is relatively low and the
government can borrow at negative interest rates to finance
extra spending. Moreover, the German economy is currently
stagnating as it bears the brunt of the slowdown in global
trade. Germany’s ‘black zero’ rule, which stipulates a budget
balance, stands in the way of more borrowing.
At the other extreme, China and the US have largely
exhausted their fiscal legroom. Previous large stimulus
packages have reduced China’s ability to boost growth through
monetary and fiscal ease. The US pro-cyclical policy easing two
years ago boosted a buoyant economy with tax cuts but pushed
the budget deficit to over 4.5% of GDP, limiting the scope for
future easing given an already high public sector debt.
The global economy in 2020 is likely to grow at 3% or
so – much like last year. The risks are to the fore, with no
early resolution of the US-China trade war in prospect and a
continued lack of fiscal policy response by major economies.
More positively, monetary easing will support growth, and
consumer spending should continue to hold up. It is also, of
course, a US presidential election year, which usually coincides
with a fairly robust US economy. To sum up, we foresee no
global recession but another year of sluggish growth.

AB

Michael Taylor is ACCA’s chief economist.
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Suite spot
Despite powerful rumblings that audit arms should be split off as ringfenced
businesses, the multidisciplinary model has plenty going for it

F

ollowing a string of high-profile UK corporate

‘A multidisciplinary approach, drawing on deep

collapses, public faith in the audit is arguably at an

methodology and frameworks for assurance, combined with

all-time low. The question that hangs in the air is, what

specialist and subject matter expertise, is well positioned to
meet this need and will increasingly be vital as the market

can and should be done about it?
In April, after an investigation into the competitiveness and
resilience of the UK’s auditing sector, the Competition and
Markets Authority recommended the separation of audit from

continues to evolve towards integrated thinking in the years to
come,’ declares the report.
While the landscape in which firms are operating has

consulting services. Not for the first time, the multidisciplinary

changed, the report points out that the goal of the audit – to

model favoured by larger accountancy firms is under the

provide users of financial statements with comfort that the

spotlight. The possibility of audit being siloed as a standalone

financial statements prepared by management are a fair

business is, it seems, closer than ever.

reflection of the business’s operations – remains valid. But, it

Over the past decade, accountancy firms, particularly the

adds, ‘the audit profession must be agile’ in achieving that

largest, have reinvented themselves as professional services

goal in a rapidly evolving environment. This means either

providers. Their rebranding reflects the shrinking proportion

employing a range of skilled professionals with diverse

of firms’ earnings brought in by

backgrounds, or buying in the

accounting and auditing. PwC’s

skills when required to meet the

global income from audit and

increasing demand for assurance

assurance in the latest financial

from stakeholders and investors.
If the focus of firms does narrow

year, for example, was US$17,382m,

down to pure audit work, then the

although the figure includes risk
assurance and other assurance work
– a not inconsiderable business.
Consulting income amounted to
US$14,369m in the same year.

A past, but also a future?
The multidisciplinary accountancy
firm is a well-established model,

‘A multidisciplinary
approach will
increasingly be
vital as the market
evolves towards
integrated thinking’

but does it have a future? A report
produced by ACCA with CA ANZ
and the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), which

‘Superior audit quality can only
be delivered if firms have the best
people, services and knowledge
at hand,’ says the report. The
multidisciplinary model, it notes,
is one of the best mechanisms
to develop the skills, expertise
and consistency needed for
quality audits.

On the ‘narrower’ issue of whether audit firms should

draws on academic literature, the views of policy experts and

provide non-audit services to existing clients, the report says

an in-depth study of how regulators across the world manage

the question ‘is more nuanced’ than this, and raises the issue

risk, addresses this directly.

of potential conflicts, ‘real or perceived’. It acknowledges

The report, Audit quality in a multidisciplinary firm, argues

24

quality of that work could suffer.

that the provision of non-audit services to audit clients raises

that ‘the presence of multidisciplinary firms in a large and

the perception of a lack of independence. It uses research

evolving corporate reporting system fills a valuable market

from the UK Financial Reporting Council to show that the vast

need’. The audit, it says, ‘is fundamental to any market-based

majority of non-audit fees comes from clients who are not

economy’, but adds that meeting new demand for assurance

audited by firms. The value of non-audit services provided to

on new risks from investors, other stakeholders and wider

audit clients is ‘relatively small and is not on the rise’, it adds,

society requires a broad skills base that can only realistically be

in part ‘due to the increasing rules in place that limit the non-

developed in a multidisciplinary environment.

audit services that can be provided to audit clients’.
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Setting a threshold for these levels would be difficult, the

Amir Ghandar, CA ANZ’s reporting and assurance leader,

report points out, because it would be arbitrary and because

says that a multidisciplinary base contributes to audit quality,

the distinction between assurance and non-assurance is

‘but firms and the profession at large must continue to actively

not a bright line. Auditors often provide clients with related

establish and demonstrate a culture of integrity through

assurance services, such as interim reviews, for example.

governance, transparency and our core ethics’. Independence

The report goes on to argue that ‘services that are permitted
quite often are complementary to the audit’, while adding
that ‘demonstrating to the public that perceived conflicts of

rules ‘should continue to evolve in order to keep pace with
public expectations and emerging challenges’, he adds.
Maggie McGhee, executive director – governance at ACCA,

interest are being appropriately managed is challenging’,

says: ‘We welcome a robust debate on these issues, which will

especially as investors and other stakeholders are beginning to

continue to be important for the profession and policymakers,

demand more timely information across more platforms.

and encourage a conversation grounded on the facts.’

Mitigated risks

the multidisciplinary model is strong, and there is significant

The report argues that the way in which regulation has

evidence in support of the model. Let’s work with the facts as

evolved over the past two decades ‘mitigates risks

we continue to best serve the public interest.’

And Kevin Dancey, IFAC’s CEO, says: ‘The business case for

AB

associated with audit firms providing non-audit services
to some audit clients’. It also points out that robust rules
and policies to mitigate the risks to auditor independence
already exist and are under review: ‘As this issue continues
to be considered, it is important to remember that
evidence cited in this paper calls into question the need for
sweeping regulatory changes that could have unintended
consequences on audit quality.’

Liz Fisher, journalist
Strategic alliance
The report Audit quality in a multidisciplinary firm is the
latest to be published by ACCA and strategic partner CA
ANZ (in conjunction with IFAC). For more on ACCA’s alliance
with CA ANZ, visit accaglobal.com/alliance.
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Fighting crime’s evolution
Technology has brought huge and varied benefits, but with it come the opportunists
who use it for criminal activity. However, as a new report shows, tech is fighting back

E

stimates of the annual global cost of financial crime

next door. There are other advantages too – while a target

vary enormously, but every number quoted is huge.

might be wary of a letter with a foreign postmark or a phone

Some estimate that financial crime costs US$3.5 trillion

call from someone with an unfamiliar accent, spoofing an

a year – more than the GDP of the UK. The true cost is
hard to quantify, partly because financial crime
is difficult to define, encompassing
anything from bribery and fraud
to cybercrime, slavery and
human trafficking.
While crime is hardly a new
problem, the digital age has
brought new opportunities
for criminals and many new risks
for businesses. One of the biggest

email or web address can remove all of these warning signs
from an online attack.
Technology has also opened up new vectors for
crime. The development of cryptocurrencies and
their ability to store or transmit value in an
anonymous or pseudonymous fashion
has transformed some aspects
of economic crime.
Cryptocurrency
transactions are
particularly

challenges for regulators in the fight against

difficult to

economic crime is that technology

track back to

has allowed criminals to expand

the beneficial

the geographical reach

owner. Financial

of their operations.

crime has also

The cost of sending

become a more

an email across

accessible

a border is
no greater
than that of
sending it
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activity – the barriers to entry have been lowered thanks to the

regulation with innovation. ‘The big challenge for regulators is

proliferation of information available on the internet.

that technology has allowed collaboration between criminals

Financial criminals no longer meet a set stereotype –

and it has also broken down borders,’ says the report’s author,

potentially, anyone with internet access can be a threat

Jason Piper, policy lead, tax and business law, in ACCA’s

– and the element of gamification that is apparent in

professional insights team. ‘Laws tend to operate on a country-

many cyberattacks adds a further unwelcome dimension.

by-country basis, but criminals don’t have to.’

Hacking a system, for some, is simply a challenge with
unintended consequences.

Innovative technology is already playing its part in the
fight against economic crime, both in terms of detection and

While it has long been clear that technology has offered

prevention. The use of artificial intelligence to enhance risk

lucrative new avenues to criminals – experts are unanimous

assessment in the banking sector, for example, has already

that digitalisation has led to an

improved the effectiveness and

increase in the volume and velocity

efficiency of anti-money laundering

of economic crime attacks, as well as

and sanctions screening. Other

an expansion in scope – a new report
from ACCA and EY argues that
the benefits and legitimate
uses of technology far outweigh
the risks posed by its abuse.
Even so, the digital age presents
specific challenges for businesses,
regulators and, in particular, the
auditing profession.
The report, Economic crime in
a digital age, notes that ‘trust,

tools are supporting due diligence

‘Technology cuts
both ways – it is a
vector for crime, but
it is also a tool for
creating tremendous
value and protecting
it from financial
criminals’

and investigation, and identifying
out-of-the-ordinary activity. As the
report says: ‘Criminals are more likely
to refrain from illegal activities if they
judge that the risk of detection is
too great.’
These tools are increasingly
finding a role in audit. It is possible
that emerging technology could
enhance the ability of audit to verify

accountability and integrity are

and enhance the internal control

fundamental to the relationships

environments intended to detect

that enable trade, build society and support economies across

fraud. Of course, detecting every economic crime will always

the globe’. For centuries, the accountancy profession has

be impossible in the face of determined criminals, but if the

provided the building blocks for the trustworthy exchange

cost of hiding a crime outweighs the benefits of committing it,

of information. Investors and authorities alike place their

that could be deterrent enough for the rational criminal.

trust in audited accounts, but a string of high-profile frauds
and the global economic crisis have damaged public trust in

Irreplaceable auditors

business – and, fairly or unfairly, turned the spotlight on the

However far technology takes us in combating economic

auditing profession.

crime, it will never fully replace the skilled and sceptical

The report argues that the digital age is changing the

auditor. In his introduction to the report, Kevin Dancey, CEO of

information that investors and other decision-makers rely

the International Federation of Accountants, says that ‘every

on, and the way in which it is delivered. ‘The role of auditor,

financial crime is an abuse of trust. This is where professional

perhaps never properly understood, stands ripe for evolution

accountants can make their mark. Technology cuts both

in the increasingly complex environment of technologically

ways – it is a vector for crime, but it is also a tool for creating

enabled business,’ it says. The ‘integrity agenda’ in the

tremendous value and protecting it from financial criminals.’

digital age, as the report calls it, is a jigsaw of business,

Tools alone, though, are not enough. ‘People will make the

regulators and public opinion – and the auditing profession

difference and professional accountants, as widely trusted

must find its place.

actors, are at the centre of the action in every organisation.’

The report points out that while technology and innovation

‘The profession has always stood out for its independence

are developing rapidly, that has not changed the basic

and scepticism. Our challenge is to adapt – and keep adapting

objective of regulation. There has always been a tension

– to a continuously changing economic and technological

between innovation and regulation – the digital age is just

environment. We are up to the challenge and we embrace it.’

AB

the latest form of it. Laws cannot be created to cover every
possible scenario, so there will always be a need to balance

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Emotional rescue
Pressure at work can rack up stress and even lead to illness, but understanding and
acknowledging your emotions can help you manage it, as Ben Rawal FCCA explains
Handling a high-pressure situation is

factors, including mood, beliefs,

many individuals are highly effective at

something that we all deal with from

expectations and emotional control.

managing pressure in the short term

time to time. How we cope with such

Our ability to work under pressure
and deal with stress is contingent

or burnout over a longer period. So it is

than the behaviour of others or the

on how effectively we manage our

important to recognise and understand

situation itself.

emotions. However, sound emotional

the effect of each of our emotions – the

control also relies on whether or not we

physiological response that occurs as

aggressive; others maintain a calmer

understand and validate our feelings

our emotions change.

demeanour. The reality is that our

sufficiently to manage stress in the long

responses are determined by multiple

term. This distinction is important, as

Some people get frustrated or

28

but eventually suffer from stress, illness

pressure is determined by us rather

For example, anger affects physiology
in several ways: the heart rate increases,
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Many individuals
are highly effective
at managing
pressure in the
short term but
eventually suffer
from stress, illness
or burnout

however, don’t have this skill. Instead,

managing pressure. Research has

we bring other traits to bear to help

demonstrated that willpower is a

us deal with increased pressure, such

limited resource that can quickly be

as calmness. Although this can help in

exhausted. For some individuals, this

the management of stress, ultimately

depletion can take place towards the

it doesn’t help address the ‘real’

end of the working day or week, and is

emotions that we’re feeling and, at

likely to impact levels of concentration,

times, choosing to ignore. It’s emotional

particularly when working on complex

avoidance rather than emotional

tasks. So it is important to consider the

validation and acceptance.

frequency and magnitude of stressful
activities, and pace yourself accordingly.

Although a manageable strategy in
the short term, emotional avoidance can

Similarly, trying to keep a positive

gradually raise stress, and lead to illness,

mindset can be beneficial when working

difficulty in sleeping or uncontrollable

under pressure. But at times, despite

outbursts in and out of work.

our best intentions, other people’s
negativity and dissatisfaction can

Red flags

influence how we feel and cause stress

Some indicators that we are failing to

to feel less tolerable. To some extent,

manage stress are more noticeable to

emotions are contagious, so making

others than to ourselves. Other people

sensible choices about who to interact

may point out how moody we seem

with can be the difference between

or the more physical manifestations

feeling anxious or content.
If you are starting the new year already

of appearing tired or ill. These are
important tell-tale signs that we’re not

under pressure, take some time to

recognising and managing our stress

acknowledge this and consider applying

levels effectively, even if we think we are.

some of the tips in the box below.

AB

In addition to improving emotional
awareness, other factors such as

Ben Rawal FCCA is the lead consultant

willpower and positivity can help in

at Soft Skills.

some muscles tighten, and the ability

Top tips for pressure relief

to think logically and rationally is

*

temporarily lost. Each of the primary

Self-awareness. Our emotions impact our physiology and change the way
we feel. Recognising these changes can be helpful in understanding when

emotions – anger, fear, enjoyment,

we’re under too much pressure and need to consider alternative options for

sadness, love, surprise, disgust

dealing with the stress. Keeping a record of your physiological changes when

and shame – results in a different
physiological response. Individuals
with high levels of self-awareness can

experiencing intense emotions can help to provide an early warning.

*

Emotional validation and acceptance. Validating and accepting your feelings
will help you face rather than avoid your emotional experience. In reality, feelings

recognise these physiological changes

come and go, and rarely remain at the level of intensity that they are sometimes

and acknowledge the emotion or

experienced at. What is important is how you respond to your emotions and the

emotions they are feeling.
Strong emotional recognition is
an important aspect of dealing with

behaviour you choose to exhibit.

*

Willpower. Recognising that your willpower is a limited resource can help you

*

Positivity. Remaining positive is sometimes more difficult than it seems when

pressure. It enables the individual
to change their actions before the
pressure becomes unmanageable,
and also highlights undesirable shifts

determine when and how high-pressure and complex tasks should be tackled.
Try to ensure that you hold some willpower ‘in reserve’.
excessive pressure is being experienced. You can improve your chances by
surrounding yourself with positive individuals.

in how the individual feels. Most of us,
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The right vibe
Startups are better placed than established companies to set the right organisational
tone, but there are no shortcuts to this ongoing process, warns Heather Bingham
Businesses face many obstacles in their

regard to these issues will naturally

Reciprocity

early stages, from getting funding to

embody the company’s values. That’s

Another component for setting

securing office space. Perhaps the key

why it’s important to create and refine

the appropriate tone for your

factor in ensuring long-term growth

the processes that contribute to a solid

company is to nurture the concept

and sustainability, though, is the

organisational culture and a team that

of reciprocity. This is widely seen as a

process of building an organisational

properly represents it.

technique of persuasion, describing

culture that reflects the vision of the

But just as there’s no foolproof recipe

the phenomenon of people feeling

company’s founders and recruiting a

for a successful business, so there

compelled to do something for others

team that represents it.

are no shortcuts to creating the ideal

who have helped them along the way.

Organisational culture can be

organisational culture. Influenced by

At one end of the spectrum is

understood as being the values, beliefs

different factors, it should be seen as

and mentality of a firm’s owners and

a process rather than a finished

their team. It’s about having a common

product – as employees

goal and working together, guided by

and systems come and

with the company’s successes

the same principles, to achieve it.

go, workplace culture

and failures. At the other end

generalised reciprocity – the idea that
the workplace is a team, in which
everyone benefits and loses

will evolve. See the panel

is negative reciprocity – the

after workers’ wellbeing enters

opposite for some things

theory that everyone is in it for

the mainstream, supported by

you can do to encourage

themselves and if one person

research showing that happy and

your desired culture.

gains, another must lose.

As this idea of actively looking

healthy employees perform better,
organisational culture has moved into
the spotlight.
Large, pioneering companies such
as Google are taking culture seriously
and reaping the rewards. The
company’s focus on encouraging
openness, innovation and
excellence has resulted in
plaudits such as awards
for the best corporate
culture in the technology
sector. Google’s approach
to culture, which also
contributes to its frequent
appearance in lists of the
best places to work, is
likely to be feeding into its
continuing success.
However, culture doesn’t
build itself, and it’s unlikely
that staff members hired
and managed without

30
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Employers who promote generalised
reciprocity through profit-share
schemes, bonuses or generous
compensation packages will engender
a sense of being appreciated, thereby
encouraging loyalty. A workplace with a
culture of negative reciprocity is likely to
experience resistance from employees
and a high turnover of staff.
If management fails to nurture a sense
of community or reciprocity between
staff, the working environment will be
less conducive to teamwork. Employees

Setting the tone

will be more likely to resist the company

Here are some actions that can help you establish your corporate culture.

culture, including its structures or

*

organisational habits, and become

Define it. Consider capturing your organisational culture with key adjectives –
for example, authentic, brave, curious, smart, self-motivated and interested/

frustrated more easily. This may be

interesting. These words should apply not only to the people who created the

expressed in small ways, but it can still

company, but also help to ensure that everyone brought into the company, at

have a negative impact.

any level, will fit in.

Collaboration

*

Hire correctly. The key to instilling culture in the everyday workings of a business
is to hire people with the company’s culture in mind. Your hiring process should

The culture in a workplace is something

promote your organisational culture, so you know that all new staff will be on the

that is negotiated and shared by

same wavelength as you. If you experience any resistance to your culture, you will

employees, so a top-down approach to

know that the hiring process needs to change.

cultural change may not be particularly
effective – indeed, it could be directly

*

Consider structure. The right type of organisational structure can help to
reinforce company values and influence the overall culture of the business. For

responsible for triggering resistance

example, a flat structure, where tiers of management are replaced by a more

from employees. Discussing and

egalitarian and non-hierarchical approach, could benefit creative businesses,

implementing change is something that

helping to encourage open communication of opinions and ideas.

must be done collaboratively to ensure
that all staff are on board.
The potential benefits of a non-

*

Reflect the culture around you. How your office works is the final piece in the
puzzle. The layout of your workspace should help, not hinder, the growth of
your corporate culture. If your core values include openness, communication

exclusionary, anti-authoritarian approach

and teamwork, for instance, an open-plan office can help. Want to encourage

are embodied in the concept of

fun? Build it in with a games table or break-out area. Environment has always

communitas, a theory developed by

informed behaviour, and it’s no different in the workplace.

Culture doesn’t
build itself, and it’s
unlikely that staff
hired and managed
without regard to
this will naturally
embody the
company’s values

ethnographer Victor Turner that refers

is that colleagues are treated with

to the feelings of solidarity that are

dignity and respect. By promoting

established through shared experience.

shared values, an employer who instils
a strong organisational culture will

Organisational culture is intangible,
so it can’t be measured in the same

provide a valuable sense of community.

ways in which you measure other KPIs.

Establishing a positive culture in the

However, you can monitor it by gauging

workplace plays a huge part in laying

the atmosphere and mood in the

the foundations for long-term growth.

workplace, your staff retention rate, the
quality of your employees’ work and the

Heather Bingham is the organisational

performance of the business.

psychologist at independent asset

In the end, what really matters

manager Boost & Co.
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Success story
Dr Rob Yeung looks at the factors that affect how we think about our jobs – and
how others, including mentors and coaches, can change the way we feel
How do you feel about your level of
career attainment? Business researchers
often differentiate between two career

Career success
Watch our video with Dr Rob Yeung at
bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

outcomes. Objective career success is
assessed by measures such as pay and

subjective career success in a sample

hierarchical progression. Subjective

of 94,090 employees from all over

success is based purely on people’s

the world. Hearteningly, the data

opinions about their own careers.

showed that subjective success was

The relationship between objective

or having children. In other words,

somewhat unexpected. Researchers

people were mostly able to experience

Andrea Abele and Daniel Spurk at the

career satisfaction irrespective of their

University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

background and home situations.

CPD

tracked both objective and subjective

impair subjective success, including

10 years. They found that growth

low participation in training and

in objective success actually had a

development activities as well as low

relatively small impact on subjective

networking behaviour. Neither finding

success. Earning more and getting

should be surprising. A reluctance to

promoted did boost people’s happiness

take part in training and development

– but less than we might expect.

could be indicative of closemindedness; it also likely results in less

a much larger impact on objective

growth in skills and knowledge. Low

success. In other words, people who

networking may lead to encountering

were happy in their work also ended

fewer opportunities, too.

up earning more and getting more

32

However, several factors did

success in 1,336 professionals over

Growth in subjective success had

Several factors did
impair subjective
success, including
low participation
in training and
development
activities as well as
low networking

unaffected by gender, marital status

and subjective success is perhaps

Low political knowledge and having

promotions. This makes sense: people

few or no mentors also predicted lower

who genuinely enjoy their work tend

subjective success. These two factors

to be more willing to learn about

may be linked. Effective mentors may

their disciplines and work long hours,

be more helpful in providing advice

which in turn helps them – almost

on relationships and politics than on

inadvertently – to be more objectively

technical issues.

successful. The major implication then is

However, mentoring may not only

to pursue work that you genuinely enjoy

benefit the protégés who receive it. A

as it will likely make you objectively

meta-analysis led by Rajashi Ghosh at

successful, too.

Drexel University found that managers
who provided mentoring tended to be

Boosting career outcomes

higher performers – they experienced

A major study led by the University

greater career success, too. If you are

of Hong Kong’s Thomas Ng used a

an experienced individual in the more

statistical technique known as meta-

advanced stages of your career, think

analysis to identify factors that reduced

about offering yourself as a mentor as
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you may learn and grow as a result of

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

the process, too.

Q

A few critics consider mentoring
to be a somewhat old-fashioned
paradigm. They argue that it is

several years ago but have since been

industries. An alternative – or

informed twice that my performance

perhaps additional – model may

was not quite good enough. I frequently work 12-hour

lie in peer coaching, which business

days so hardly see my two young children. Frankly, I’m

researchers such as Polly Parker
between two or more people with
the goal of supporting each other to
achieve career objectives.
To set up a peer coaching group,

a difficult situation, please? I

was told I was due to be promoted

less effective in new, disruptive

define as a voluntary relationship

Can you coach me through

unhappy and overwhelmed. I want to quit but I also don’t

A

have the energy to network or apply for jobs.
In terms of the promotion, do you know which performance
indicators are being used to evaluate you? If not, you must insist

on detailed discussions to establish what every aspect of your performance and
behaviour should look like.
However, the bigger issue is around where your career sits within your whole life

trust and respect for their knowledge

right now. No one can tell you what to do in this situation. If I were coaching you, I

and insight. Give each person equal

would ask: what do you want out of your life – not just your career – over the next

time to share and then receive advice

few years? I’m not asking you to think about your long-term future and where you

on a pressing issue. For example, one

may want to be in 10 or more years. What matters most to you at this moment in

may have a specific project that needs

time? As you say that you are unhappy and overwhelmed, I recommend deciding

discussing; another may wish to get

on a single priority for now. Will you concentrate on promotion above your own

guidance on a job offer.

well-being and time with family? Or is it more important to recover and perhaps be

External coaching provided by a
consultant outside of an organisation

with loved ones?
There is no automatic right answer here. Consider what you would regret more in

is yet another route to career

the long run – missing out on promotion or time with your young family – and decide

development. However, management

accordingly. However, also bear in mind that you can change your priorities in the

researchers led by Shirley Sonesh have

months or years to come in order to focus on different things such as your earnings,

observed that this is more effective

career prestige, time with family, personal health, community, legacy and so on.

at altering behaviours than attitudes.
So do seek out external coaching

Tips for the top

to change behaviours and improve

A research paper in the journal Organizational Dynamics points to how leaders

skills but consider that you may get

can more successfully create statements about vision, mission and purpose that

less successful results when hiring

drive performance. Academics Chad Murphy and Jonathan Clark point out that

a coach to change the outlook of

many less effective statements tend to use vague, values-based language such

difficult individuals.

as ‘delivering cutting-edge services in the national marketplace’, ‘to be the world

AB

CPD

find one or more individuals who you

leader in…’ and ‘striving for excellence’. The problem with these kinds of conceptual
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

statements is that they can be used almost interchangeably for

psychologist at leadership consulting

many organisations; as a result, they may end up being less

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

meaningful and motivating for employees. In contrast,

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com.
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

concrete, image-based language such as ‘a smart
device in every room of the house’, ‘ensure city-wide
delivery within 36 hours’ and ‘ensure that parents
can sleep well at night’ tend to be much more
memorable and galvanising. The implication: to
motivate employees and other stakeholders, try to
use more vivid imagery that allows them to visualise the
outcomes you hope to achieve.
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The complete package
We examine the role of the ESG compliance officer, the skills and experience required
for the job, how to get into the profession, and where it can take you
Corporate compliance is the process of

To help with the sustainability focus of

ensuring a business and its employees

her specific role, she says there is now

follow the laws, regulations, standards

a wealth of resources fully accessible in

and ethical practices that apply to

terms of content and availability to both

them and their sector, including

financial professionals and the general

environmental, social and governance

public, including online information and

(ESG) compliance. It also covers the

focused networking or development

internal policies and rules that help a

opportunities. ‘They represent a

company run smoothly.

valuable source of information
for anyone interested in ESG and

‘An interest in ESG issues is now high
on the agenda for many investors,’

sustainability more generally – I hesitate

says Laura Grenier FCCA, finance,

to say field, as ESG/sustainability issues

compliance and operations manager

are integral to many different sectors of

at WHEB Asset Management. ‘ESG

the economy,’ Grenier says.

is integrated into every aspect of
our business, which focuses on the

Getting in and getting on

opportunities created by the transition

Compliance is sometimes described as

to a low-carbon and sustainable

more of a mindset than a profession,

global economy.

and there are no specific qualifications

‘Accountants have strong analytical

for entry. However, the International

and reporting skills developed through

Compliance Association runs courses,

their studies, particularly ACCA

which may be required by employers as

members, who have the opportunity

part of a CPD programme.

to develop a wide skillset and as such

With critical problem-solving, analysis

are strongly positioned to drive the

and project management skills key

momentum in improving the CSR

to the role, ACCA members are well

[corporate social responsibility] function

positioned and the qualification is well

and ESG integration in corporations

regarded in the profession. A shortage

across a broad range of sectors.’

of compliance experts only enhances
the opportunity for ACCA members.

Key skills

Promotion can be rapid, with

Grenier’s role involves applying

progression from junior to senior officer

a broad range of skills, including

taking between two and four years.

the technical expertise she learnt

Compliance managers typically have

during her ACCA studies, along with

more than five years’ experience, and

focused knowledge obtained from

senior managers more than 10.
Finance, government, technology

development opportunities such as

34

regulatory compliance seminars. She

seniority. Managerial skills are important

or the environment are possible

also relies on her soft skills to develop

in terms of her own progression

specialisations, and audit, cybersecurity

relationships with colleagues and third

and development, as well as for the

and risk consulting are related areas.

parties – her role involves interaction

supervision and development of her two

with key service providers at all levels of

direct reports.

AB

Neil Johnson, journalist
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Resolution revolution
With new year’s resolutions increasingly focused on wellbeing, Gifty Enright FCCA
explains how to avoid the all too common fate of giving up on them within weeks
to see how your actuals are tracking

Exercising more, losing weight, eating
more healthily, spending more time

Treat your
resolutions as your
forecast, track your
actuals against
that forecast, and
make the necessary
adjustments
to hit it

with family and friends – of all the
resolutions made on New Year’s Eve,
those that promote wellbeing will
account for the lion’s share.
People are increasingly prioritising
their wellbeing above possessions for
very good reason – accumulating stuff
loses its attractions if you’re not well
enough to enjoy the benefits.
Employers too are beginning to
realise that wellbeing should be the

adjustments to make to hit your forecast.

Support
Closely tied to accountability is the
need for support. People who are going
in the same direction as you and share
your motivation will help pull you along.
Check out interest groups on social
media, or find actual groups, such as a
book club, running club or meditation
group. Joining a group teaches a

front and centre of employees’ lives.

powerful lesson that the challenges in

A growing number of companies offer

Accountability

achieving your resolutions or goals are

staff wellbeing incentives such as

Much as you might have a mentor to

not unique to you, and that there is

mental health wardens rather than just

help you keep on track in your career,

nothing wrong in not feeling motivated

first-aiders, and healthy menu options

an individual that can support you

to sit cross-legged at the crack of dawn

in the canteen rather than just a gym

through your wellbeing resolutions is an

to meditate. When you know everyone

membership. The rise of national days

asset. For example, consider getting a

else is in the same boat, you are more

dedicated to mental health, stress

personal trainer if you’re focusing on the

inclined to soldier on. Other people’s

awareness, kindness, etc, is another sign

gym, or a life coach for other lifestyle

successes can also be motivational and

we may finally be pivoting away from

resolutions. Or find someone who has

make your own success more accessible.

materialism to a more holistic way of

set the same resolution as you, as you

living. So what can you do this year to

will be able to encourage each other.

prioritise your wellbeing?

Reward
Consider how you might reward yourself

Measurement

for your effort (the reward needs to be

embrace all four forms of wellbeing –

Tracking your progress will help keep

appropriate – a bar of chocolate after

physical, mental, emotional and spiritual

you motivated. There are apps for nearly

a run is not), and have a treat every

(examples of each are given in the box

every lifestyle activity you can imagine.

time you hit a milestone. This should

opposite). The advantage of having at

These not only show your progress, but

motivate you to do the activity even if

least one resolution in each of the four

can also set milestones and flag up a

you don’t relish the activity itself.

domains is that if you are performing

‘winning streak’, encouraging you to

badly in one area but brilliantly in

keep the activity up. In our personal

published in the European Journal of

another, on balance you can still feel

lives as in our professional activities,

Social Psychology show that it takes

that you are doing all right and so are

measurement and reporting can be

anything from 18 to 254 days to embed

more likely to carry on than give up.

a strong incentive to make helpful

a habit. By using the techniques listed

adjustments to behaviour.

here, you are more likely to turn your

New year’s resolutions should

Only 20% of people stick to their
resolutions for the whole year. You stand

36

against the forecast. Then decide on the

As accountants we are comfortable

The results of a research study

resolutions into habits. Good luck!

AB

a better chance of being in that 20% if

with forecasts and variances. Treat

you use four key tools: accountability,

your resolutions as your forecast and

Gifty Enright FCCA is an author, speaker

measurement, support and reward.

set quarterly review dates in your diary

and specialist on workplace wellbeing.
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Stuck for ideas?
Here are some examples of resolutions you can set in the four wellbeing areas.

*

Physical. Go the gym once a week; drink two litres of water a day; get eight to

*

Mental. Read at least one book a month; sign up for a class; learn a new word

*

Emotional. Start a journal to record your thoughts and emotions; choose a

*

Spiritual. Meditate for 10 minutes every day; practise mindfulness.

nine hours of sleep every night.
every week.
stress-busting trick to deploy any time you are feeling under pressure.
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A change of direction
Taking a few months out of the regular job to work on a charity project can
be such a rewarding experience that some professionals make it their life

As a qualified accountant, you decide

in international development. An

that was productive at the same time,’

you need a break from the routine but

extraordinary 20% of AfiD’s volunteers

he says. After six weeks at YPWC,

want to give something back. So you

become ‘career changers’, taking up a

Potten realised he wanted to work full

sign up to volunteer with Accounting

full-time position at an NGO.

time in international development.

for International Development

‘Travelling to programme locations and

(AfID), the global organisation that

worked in the airline, energy and

engaging with the beneficiaries of an

provides volunteering opportunities

manufacturing sectors. He is now a

organisation’s work – I cannot describe

for accountants at non-governmental

restricted funds accountant at Christian

just how rewarding and inspiring this

organisations (NGOs). You take up your

Aid. Potten contacted AfID in 2011,

can be,’ he says.

placement on the other side of the

as he wanted to put his accountancy

world and then realise that you have

skills to good use while taking a break

to the development sector. ‘I had

found your calling, that this is what you

from his job. He decided to accept

reached a point in my career where

want to be doing – not just as a career

a placement in Ghana with an NGO

I was a little fatigued and wanted

break but for the rest of your life.

called Young People We Care (YPWC), a

something different,’ she explains.

youth-focused organisation.

‘I was also determined to use the

This is the experience of many ACCA

38

Take Will Potten FCCA, who has

Amber Honey ACCA was also drawn

members who volunteer with AfID and

‘I wanted a change of direction

never look back, ultimately leaving their

and a little time out from the career

in a tangible way, and AfID provided

corporate roles for long-term careers

ladder but doing something exciting

exactly that opportunity.’

professional skills that I had developed
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Having volunteered in 2017 for the
Children Might Foundation in Rwanda,
Honey now works for Farm Africa, an
NGO operating in East Africa. ‘The
work we do is inspiring and important,
whereas at a large corporate you often
feel like a small cog in a big wheel,’ she
says. ‘I think that is the main difference
from my previous job.’
Previously in risk advisory at Deloitte,
Honey now faces different challenges
but feels there is more opportunity
to be creative and see her ideas
implemented across an organisation.
‘The work is definitely more difficult
than it was at Deloitte, as there’s a lot of
responsibility for management, direction
Amber Honey and colleagues
at Children Might Foundation
in Rwanda.

and growth,’ she admits. ‘But with all the
added responsibility, there is an inherent
feeling that my opinion counts and that I
am valued and heard.’

Different challenges
The financial management tasks
faced by those working in NGOs are
often quite different from those in
the corporate world. They include
managing donor funds, which typically
come from international institutions

‘The work we do
is inspiring and
important, whereas
at a large corporate
you often feel
like a small cog
in a big wheel’

sacrifice. Both Potten and Honey took
pay cuts when they moved to the NGO
sector, and the work can be challenging.
‘You can be sitting in an office
somewhere in Africa at 10pm, sifting
through box after box of handwritten
vouchers, trying to recreate a financial
report that was submitted five years
ago,’ says Potten.

such as the European Union and

And Honey warns: ‘It’s not for the

the United Nations, or from national
governments. Each donor will have

faint-hearted – you need to be resilient.’

NGOs also seek experience in

The valuable and varied experience

their own complex requirements about

the case of full-time appointments.

how their contracts should be managed

Volunteering gives a candidate an idea

will certainly enhance any CV, but above

and reported on. What they will and

if the sector suits them and will impress

all else comes the uplifting nature of the

won’t pay for, and how the project

recruiters. ‘A pro bono placement at

work. ‘Throughout the sector, wherever

will be funded, is key. The NGO, for

a charity overseas holds a significant

you are and whatever you work on,

example, may be expected to pay

amount of weight in applications,’

you will continue to be inspired by the

upfront for a programme (for which they

explains AfID spokesperson Jessica

people you meet,’ says Potten.

will be reimbursed), which has huge

Jackson. ‘It shows a clear interest and

ramifications for the NGO’s cashflow.

commitment to the sector that is just as

volunteer stint first and be prepared not

Hence the need for financial expertise.

valuable as qualifications.’

simply to change your career but also to

‘These issues create consequences for

Honey adds: ‘Test the waters with a

AfID proactively assists volunteers who

an organisation in terms of financial risk,

want to move into NGOs. It works with

sustainability and compliance,’ Potten

more than 50 organisations – including

says. ‘In such an operating environment,

Oxfam, Save the Children and ActionAid

strong financial acumen, technical skills

– to link up with finance professionals.

and in-depth sector understanding are
much in demand.’

Using your skills for the benefit of
others often involves some degree of

change yourself in the process.’

AB

Matt Warner, journalist
More information
Find out more about volunteer roles
for accountants at afid.org.uk.
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Get in the hotseat
Making it to the C-suite is the pinnacle of a corporate career. So here are
some things you can do to boost your chances of reaching CFO level
What does it take to get to the top of

roles, participants do not have the

the experiences they are gaining from

the corporate ladder? Clearly there’s

opportunity to engage with both the

each role and what perspective each of

no silver bullet but, for the CFO role,

internal and external stakeholders they

them brings. ‘Boards look for breadth as

there are some well-trodden paths.

will be expected to have regular contact

well as depth of experience when they

For instance, 69% of Fortune 100

with when they enter a CFO role,’ says

make the decision to appoint, and this

CFOs have been promoted internally,

Richard Muschamp, partner and leader

is likely to mean candidates will spend

according to management consultancy

of the programme. ‘This can mean they

time elsewhere in the business as well

Russell Reynolds Associates, so a solid

don’t always have sufficient experience

as at the centre,’ he says.

grounding with your current company

of dealing with shareholders, analysts

might be a good start.

and the media. From an internal

how candidates delivered results, how

stakeholder perspective, they also

they led their team and what impact

have limited exposure to the board.’

they made on them. These skills allow

Perhaps you’ll take a step back in
order to move forward. In
one case cited in Crack the
C-Suite Code, by executive
leadership and development
expert Cassandra Frangos,
Kelly Kramer left a 20-year career

Deloitte’s programme addresses
those issues and more, he adds.
Muschamp encourages finance
executives eyeing the top
job to think about

at GE for a role as a senior vice

‘At every stage they will be looking at

candidates to become a partner to the
CEO, with the experience to deal with a
range of challenges. While luck can help
in some cases, you also make your own,
so keep your goals in mind.’
To best prepare themselves for

president, corporate finance, at

the role, Muschamp recommends

technology conglomerate Cisco, on

aspiring CFOs to ‘seek

the understanding that she was on a

360-degree feedback

succession path. Three years later she

to understand

was elevated to CFO.

the perspectives

Entrepreneurial types may take ‘the

of those around them; gain

path with a riskier profile’, says Frangos,

awareness of the various stakeholder

citing a banking CFO who relinquished

roles; understand the dynamics of a

a coveted senior role at a Fortune 100

board; and network with peers, both

firm to accept the top finance job at a

within and outside of your organisation’.

much smaller organisation.

So what did the path to CFO look like

There are some patterns, though.
‘Being willing to do lots of different jobs

Thornton FCCA, CFO at Ardian Group,

and taking on assignments no one else

the world’s fourth largest private

wants is a common story,’ says Frangos,

investment manager in terms of assets

adding that ‘you should be seen as
a key industry expert, as well as the
financial expert’.
In 2008 Deloitte UK set up a Next
Generation CFO programme, now
adopted on a global basis, to support
finance professionals who are up to
three years away from their first CFO
role. ‘We often hear that, in their current

40

for some ACCA members? For Matthew

‘You should
be seen as a
key industry
expert, as
well as the
financial expert’

under management, his path became
clear at age 25 after leaving professional
practice to join the finance team at
Royal London.
‘Working for a large corporate means
you are able to attain a much stronger
understanding of the wider business,
and this for me was far more interesting,’
says Thornton, who progressed through
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the company’s ranks while completing
his ACCA Qualification.
Having gained a strong understanding

Tips for the top
Chris Lawton, director at recruitment consultants

of the financial reporting requirements

Robert Half UK, offers these tips to aspiring CFOs:

of the firm, Thornton successfully

*

applied for the ‘unique opportunity’

Be digitally savvy. As digitalisation continues to
disrupt the workplace, CFOs need to be aware of

that arose within the investment back-

the impact. Aspiring CFOs must position themselves

office. The position provided a deep

as ideal leaders in a changing workplace, with the right

dive into the investment business, and

combination of technical and interpersonal skills.

the ‘exceptionally long hours’ he was
prepared to put in equipped Thornton

*

Seize the opportunity. Competition is steep, and aspiring CFOs must
differentiate themselves. Showcasing leadership, influence, stakeholder

to provide strong, knowledgeable

management and knowledge of the latest best practice is crucial. Seek out roles

support to the business in many other

that offer training, development opportunities and mentorship schemes.

new projects and initiatives.
‘Ultimately, I was able to become

*

Don’t neglect soft skills. While CFOs still need the necessary accountancy
qualifications, there is now greater emphasis on developing a softer skillset.

more and more valuable to a broader

With technology increasingly taking over tasks, more time is now available

set of stakeholders, and this in turn

for strategic, innovative and customer-facing tasks that add value. Therefore,

makes you a valuable asset to a firm,’

soft skills such as strategic planning, problem-solving and interpersonal and

he says. ‘Some of the best advice I ever

communication skills are crucial for becoming a successful CFO.

received as a young professional was
precisely that: make yourself invaluable

*

Ensure qualifications are in order. Certain certifications make transitioning
into the role of CFO easier. ACCA is one of the qualifications most suited

to your employer.’ That means putting

for the role given the wide-reaching skills it engenders. An MBA is often

your hand up for whatever needs doing,

useful in conjunction.

counsels Thornton, who moved to
Ardian in 2014. ‘I believe that if you work
for a company, then anything that helps

geography and many other factors.

that company to operate or grow is

While gaining the most personal

ultimately part of your responsibility.’

knowledge and experience possible is

Thornton credits ‘working with some

key to opening doors, it is important

great people and for strong, ethical

to recognise what attributes and

companies’ as important factors in his

limitations you have as an individual

professional growth and development.

and to then look for the best match,

‘Being good with people is important in

in terms of the type of role or firm you

any organisation, and especially in a role

work for. It is also key to understand

in finance, where you must interact with

the culture of any firm you work for,

every team and across multiple levels of

and to respect that fully to ensure you

seniority,’ he says.

can integrate.’

The bigger picture

to a CFO’s position. Now, as CFO

Thornton also encourages accountants

at Immerse, a virtual reality training

to see the bigger picture. ‘You have

platform, she says her strategy has been

to consider the context and potential

‘to grasp opportunities as they arise’.

Lee Kelly FCCA had always aspired

additional consequences of any

‘I spent a long time at BancTec,

information you provide, delivering it as

starting as an assistant management

clearly and fully as possible,’ he says.

accountant and working my way up

‘Finding the right fit for you is also

to finance manager,’ she says. When

important. It’s surprising how differently

a department head left to join a start-

firms operate, depending on their

up company as CEO, Kelly accepted

size, industry, history, ownership,

the offer to go with him. ‘It was risky,

moving into the start-up arena,’
she admits.
After completing a due diligence
project for another start-up, Immerse,
during a fundraising round, Kelly was
invited to join the company as CFO.
She believes her qualification was a
good start towards achieving her goal,
but knows that ‘you have to be able to
prove yourself’.
Her advice is to persevere. ‘Make
the most of opportunities: shadow
somebody if you can, or step into a
temporary role to get another aspect
of the business,’ she says. At BancTec,
for instance, Kelly would spend
time at the processing sites ‘to see
what these people were doing and
understand how the costs we had
were generated’. And finally, provided
you have the right support, ‘be
prepared to take a risk’. AB
Peta Tomlinson, journalist
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The view from

77%

Farah Iqbal FCCA, planning and performance
manager at BP, leading the modernisation agenda

of adults would learn
My focus was always on

My biggest achievement

new skills now or

working my way to the

will always be qualifying

completely retrain to

top and inspiring people

with ACCA. It is one of

improve their future

as a woman from an

my proudest moments –

employability.

ethnic minority and with a

through times of difficulty

Source: PwC Global

working-class background.

and upheaval to qualify and

Skills Survey

I realised that studying

receive my last pass results

finance and, in particular,

still gives me chills. It was

accounting would really help me

a tough journey, with many sacrifices

Sports Direct’s auditor

build my career. The vast range of

and difficult decisions: from funding

Sports Direct has appointed RSM as

roles available in this field in so many

and teaching myself, failing my first

its auditor. The appointment ends a

different industries meant that I could

exam and losing confidence as a result,

difficult few months, with other large

gain experience and progress quickly.

to leaving a job I loved to work for an

audit firms declining to tender. Grant

Since graduating from Kingston

ACCA-approved employer so that I

Thornton resigned as auditor in August

University I’ve worked for BAA, Mars

could have study support. Now I am an

2019 after it was caught by surprise

Chocolate UK and now BP.

FCCA the rewards speak for themselves,

by a tax bill from Belgium. Each of the

and I am reaping the benefits.

Big Four firms claimed that conflicts of
interest prevented them taking over

The best thing about my current role
is leading the modernisation and

My close friends are a great influence

the Sports Direct audit. The retailer had

transformation agenda for the region.

on me and remind me of my strengths.

been in discussion with the government

This is a big focus for BP and is about

I’ve just finished Michelle Obama’s book,

about what action to take if it was

developing a mindset for us to thrive

Becoming, and I found it so inspiring

unable to appoint an auditor.

in this new world while developing and

that she realised early on how she

using digital solutions and agile ways

wanted to make a difference.

Halfords write-down

of working. I have been collaborating

Halfords has removed £11.7m from

closely with teams in the UK, Mauritania

If I wasn’t an accountant, I would

its balance sheet for inventory costs,

and Senegal to train, educate and

have my own business and be an

following a review by BDO of past

empower them.

entrepreneur. One of my favourite

accounting practices. BDO took over

topics at school was business studies.

the audit from KPMG last year. Neither
Halfords nor KPMG responded to
requests for comment.

An example of when I stepped out of
my comfort zone would be jumping

Qualifying with
ACCA is one of my
proudest moments.
It was a tough
journey, with many
sacrifices and
difficult decisions

out of a plane in a tandem skydive. It

CEO banned

was never something I wanted to tick

Former CEO of Scottish Boatowners

off my bucket list, but it was at a time

Mutual Insurance Association Stuart

in my life when I wanted to prove to

Forsyth has been banned and fined over

myself that I could achieve anything. If I

£150,000 for disguising his remuneration.

had law-making powers? I would create

He transferred some of his pay into his

a new law that enforces the wealthiest

wife’s name to reduce his tax liability and

countries in the world to partner with

concealed his actions. He is referring the

the least wealthy countries to develop

decisions to the Upper Tribunal.

water infrastructure.

AB
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Crash barrier
A global or national recession taking hold this year may be only a possibility, but
businesses can in any case take steps to mitigate the impact, says Andrew Millet
The economic future cannot be

44

After all, one of those warning of

with the period before the banking
crash of 2008 are difficult to ignore.

predicted with any certainty, but

recession is David Blanchflower, a

warnings by some economists of a

former member of the Bank of England

looming national and global recession

committee that sets interest rates. He

linked to the health of the global

have to be treated seriously.

points out that the economic parallels

economy. The US trade war with

The UK’s fortunes are inextricably
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*

Global downturn on the way?

Don’t be afraid to outsource.
Outsourcing key elements of your

The UN has warned that weaker growth in advanced and developing economies

business can save you time, money

alike has put the world on course for recession this year (although other forecasts are

and financial anxiety during a

available!). Trade wars and currency fluctuations have added to the uncertainty.

recession. For example, outsourcing
the accounting function may allow

Because of the global strain on economy, rising levels of debt are expected in both
developing and advanced countries, as well as a ‘global downturn that could increase

you to create scale and flexibility

unemployment and inequality’, according to International Monetary Fund managing

within your organisation.

*

director Kristalina Georgieva. Redundancies and falls in job vacancies worldwide
might follow, leading to significant rises in unemployment rates.

Reduce inventory costs. Assess
whether your business has the
leeway to cut costs without
sacrificing the quality of its services

China has caused a larger drag on

the face of adversity. Here are some key

or products. This will help to take

global growth than anticipated (see

strategies to help your business manage

the pressure off your finances.

also page 22), and the UK will suffer the

economic uncertainty.

economic repercussions.

*

The looming prospect of Brexit poses

*

Focus on existing customers.

Don’t sacrifice your marketing
budget. Companies often make

Consumers aren’t spending as

cuts to their marketing budgets in

different threats to the UK economy. The

much due to lack of brand trust

response to financial anxiety. But

uncertainty alone has created a hesitant

and growing apprehension about

consumer base in the UK. Customers

the economy. Focusing on your

are spending less and are more

existing customer base during

sceptical about retail brands than ever.

testing financial times will deepen

It is a difficult time for businesses to

brand loyalty and grow customer

maintain customer loyalty, as consumers

confidence. Offer benefits and

are tightening their purses for fear of

reasons to stay true to your brand.

impending financial disaster.
At the time of writing, the Brexit (and

*

Implement an adjacency strategy.
A recession is not the time to

general election) outcome was unknown,

start looking into a wholly new

but Blanchflower and Andrew Sentance,

profit stream, but you can’t let

independent business economist

your services stagnate. Consider

and former member of the Bank of

the viability of expanding into

England’s monetary policy committee,

an area adjacent to your core

predict that leaving the EU with no
deal will bring on a recession. A Boris

Corporate alliances
offer a great
way to expand
without investing
in anything
completely new
during times of
uncertainty

products or services.

*

Implement an extension strategy.

there is no time more crucial to

If you are feeling bolder, consider

maintain your marketing efforts and

a new deal might negate this threat,

taking your current service a little

show customers that your brand is

but we could still end up with no deal

further and offering new and

tackling the recession and winning.

if a free-trade agreement hasn’t been

exciting opportunities or products

decided after the transition period. This

to existing customers. Ensure

unpredictability alone makes it all the

you have a flexed forecast to fully

downturn in performance are more

more important for business owners to

prepare the business for all possible

likely to survive if they have a strong

prepare for the worst.

outcomes of this strategy.

corporate governance backbone.

Forge powerful alliances. Mergers,

A governance audit would be

acquisitions and alliances are all

advisable if you want to reassure

It is challenging to prepare for the

key strategies during a recession.

private shareholders or decide to

unknown, but businesses have survived

Alliances offer a great way to

sell the business.

recessions before and will do so again.

expand your business without

Companies that prepare for every

investing in anything completely

Andrew Millet is a director at

eventuality are the ones that survive in

new during times of uncertainty.

accountancy practice Wisteria.

Johnson-led government able to strike

Recession-proofing

*

*

Tighten up your corporate
governance. Companies that see a

AB
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Climate klaxon
As the pressure ramps up on businesses to disclose their climate change exposure,
Alison Thomas flags a Financial Reporting Lab report that helps them do just that
Their conclusion: the hit would be

Reporting on the impact of climate
change is no walk in the park. Most

Reporting cannot
afford to wait
until climate
impacts become
more predictable
– disclosures have
to change, and to
change soon

accept the reality of human-made global
warming. But that’s where consensus
ends. Drill down into the detail and you
find a vast array of views on the extent
of the problem, the timing of impacts
and how best to respond.
Given this deep uncertainty,
providing credible disclosures on a
company’s exposure to climate can
seem overwhelmingly problematic.
But, according to 36 investment

between now and 2100.
In 2019, the United Nations
Environment Programme Finance
Initiative used the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change projection of
2.5°C rise in global temperature above
pre-industrial levels between 2030 and
2050 as a basis to assess the impact
of climate change on the ‘investable
market universe’. It concluded that up
to 13.16% of overall portfolio value is at

organisations that contributed to the
Financial Reporting Lab’s Climate-

an eye-watering US$3trn–US$24trn

risk – a value loss of US$10.7trn.
In 2016, academics from the London

With potential losses of this

related corporate reporting: where to

School of Economics estimated the risk

magnitude, it’s no wonder that the Task

next? report, ‘too difficult’ is no longer

to the value of global financial assets

Force for Climate-related Financial

an acceptable response.

under a number of climate scenarios.

Disclosures (TCFD) found in a 2019
survey of investors that 76% are
already using climate-related financial

TCFD framework

disclosures in their decision-making.

The Financial Stability Board established the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial

It also perhaps explains why the

Disclosures (TCFD) in 2015 to develop a set of recommendations for climate-related

Lab project had a record number

financial risk disclosures that could be voluntarily used in corporate reports. With

of participants from the investment

members of the task force drawn from a wide variety of organisations (including large

community. ‘Investors were really

banks, insurance companies, asset managers, pension funds, large non-financial

engaged,’ says Hannah Armitage, Lab

companies, accounting and consulting firms, and credit ratings agencies), the aim of

project manager. ‘It’s not just the size of

this initiative was to develop a series of pragmatic recommendations that would help

the potential financial impact on their

investors and companies to consider the effects of climate change when they made

holdings that matters to them; it’s also

business and investment decisions. The core elements of its final recommendations

increasingly important to their clients,

(issued in 2017) are that climate-related financial disclosures should cover:

who are demanding information on

Governance: how the organisation’s board considers and
assesses climate-related risks and opportunities
Strategy: the actual and potential impacts of climaterelated risks and opportunities on the organisation’s

their portfolio’s exposure to the issue.
Investors were coming to this project
not just as consumers of information,
but also as preparers.’

businesses, strategy and financial planning
Risk management: the processes the organisation uses

Investors realistic

to identify, assess, and manage climate-related risks

So what information do investors need?

Metrics and targets: the measures and goals used by

Those participating in this project were

the organisation for assessing and managing relevant
climate-related risks and opportunities.

realistic in their demands. With so much
uncertainty about the timing and impact
of climate change, they recognise that

46
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Extinction Rebellion activists are
campaigning for a more powerful
response to the climate emergency.
this area of disclosure remains a work
in progress. But they point out that you

Ecosystem of Authenticity) found that

restoration and other similar liabilities

61% of companies make no mention of

and financial risk disclosures.’

TCFD and only 16% mention climate

How, then, can companies start to

change in the chair/CEO statements.

meet the growing need for climate-

Yet if there is one overriding message

related information?

don’t have to have all the answers to

in the Lab’s report it is that reporting

provide valuable information.

cannot afford to wait until climate

into its own. The Lab had in-depth

First, they counsel companies not

This is where the Lab’s report comes

impacts become more predictable;

conversations with 16 companies about

to reinvent the wheel. The TCFD

disclosures have to change, and to

their experience of trying to make sense

framework is, they argue, rapidly

change soon. And that’s not just

of – and report on – their exposure to

becoming a de facto standard in the

because of pressure from investors.

climate change. The result is a series of

industry. They suggest management

Regulators are also focusing on

practical tips on governance, cross-

use it to:

this issue. For example, in a July 2019

organisation working practices and an

*

review how boards consider and

statement the Financial Reporting

effective language of communication.

assess climate change

Council picked out the effect of climate

*

discuss the risks and opportunities

change on society and business as a

invaluable to those starting this

they face

defining issue of our time. ‘The boards

reporting journey, it’s in the wealth of

*

assess the impact on both strategy

of UK companies... should therefore

good reporting practice presented in

and business models

address, and where relevant report

Where to next? that the approaches

*

disclose how the impact of climate

on, the effects of climate change

taken by management really come to

change will be measured.

(both direct and indirect),’ it declared.

life. Over 45 pages, the report presents

How do corporate reports today

‘Companies should also reflect the

extracts from a wide variety of company

measure up against this wishlist? Given

current or future impacts of climate

reports, all mapped to the TCFD

the difficulty in reporting on highly

change on their financial position, for

framework – an extraordinary resource

uncertain, long-range outcomes, it’s

example in the valuation of their assets,

for any practitioner in this field.

perhaps no surprise that Black Sun’s

assumptions used in impairment testing,

latest research on the FTSE 100 (The

depreciation rates, decommissioning,

While such pragmatic advice is

AB

Alison Thomas is a consultant.
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The Stewardship Code has been
overhauled, addressing the concerns
that dogged previous incarnations.
Steve Giles looks at the key changes

Raising the bar
The UK’s revised Stewardship Code

published the code in October 2019,

the UK’s standards of governance,

(the code) comes into effect from the

says it ‘marks a step-change in the

transparency and clear reporting.’

first of this month.

expectations for investors, their advisers

The FRC’s latest revision of the

and how they manage investments

code has addressed the concerns that

Dingemans, chair of the Financial

for their savers and pensioners. It is

have dogged previous versions (see

Reporting Council (FRC), which

an ambitious revision that strengthens

panel below). It introduces a new,

The changes are substantial. Simon

strengthened stewardship agenda

A brief history
When the UK Stewardship Code was first published in 2010 (updated in 2012), the
aim was both to improve the practice of stewardship of UK-listed companies by

that sets higher expectations for the
investment community, both in terms of
policy and practice.
It is now aligned with recent changes

institutional investors and to expand its role, requiring investors to engage with

in the governance landscape in the

companies on corporate governance and strategy. Originally world-leading, it began

UK and globally, including the UK

to attract criticism for being out of date (no reference to environmental, social and

Corporate Governance Code 2018,

governance matters), narrow (looking only at equity investment) and focused entirely

the UN Principles for Responsible

on the relationship between asset managers and companies. In December 2018 the

Investment and the EU Shareholder

Kingman Review pointed to serious shortfalls, describing the old code as ‘well-

Rights Directive. The overarching

intentioned but ineffective’, with little focus on outcomes and lack of meaningful

aim of these changes is to promote

oversight and enforcement. It recommended the code’s abolition if it could not be

long-term sustainable success through

made more effective.

improved governance and responsible
investment. See panel, right.
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The code includes an important
new definition of stewardship: ‘The

Sustainability and employee engagement

responsible allocation, management

Effective engagement with the workforce is increasingly seen as integral to

and oversight of capital to create long-

sustainable business success. This is recognised in one of the most significant

term value for clients and beneficiaries

changes made to the UK Corporate Governance Code in 2018. Provision 5 addresses

leading to sustainable benefits for the

for the first time the importance of the board engaging with its key stakeholders other

economy, the environment and society.’

than the shareholders. It highlights particularly the importance of communicating with

This definition establishes a high

employees and sets out three methods that may be used to engage with them:

baseline of expectations on all parts of

*
*
*

the investment community.
The code comprises 12 ‘apply and

a director appointed from the workforce
a formal workforce advisory panel
a designated non-executive director.

explain’ principles for asset managers

A board may choose one or a combination of these mechanisms and should

and asset owners, covering purpose

describe the arrangements in the annual report.

and governance, investment approach,

As this is a code provision, a board does not have to comply with it. If it chooses

engagement, and exercising rights and

not to use these methods, the board must explain what alternative methods are in

responsibilities. There are six separate

place and why it considers that these are effective.

principles for service providers.
The code is voluntary. Any
organisation applying to become
a signatory must provide an annual

*

Focus on purpose, values and

proxy advisers and investment

culture. Signatories will have to

consultants) for the first time.

*

stewardship report setting out how it

explain their organisation’s purpose,

has applied the code’s principles during

investment beliefs, strategy and

the preceding 12 months, detailing the

culture, and how these enable

to report annually on their

activities undertaken and the outcomes

them to discharge their stewardship

stewardship activities and their

achieved. The FRC will evaluate

obligations to clients and

outcomes, including details

the reports against the reporting

beneficiaries. They will also need to

of their engagement with the

expectations set out in the code.

show how they are demonstrating

assets they invest in, their voting

this commitment to stewardship

records and how they have

expectations will be listed as signatories

through appropriate governance,

protected and enhanced the value

to the code. In order to be included in

resourcing and staff incentives.

of their investments.

Those organisations meeting the

the first list, organisations must submit a
final report to the FRC by 31 March 2021.

*

*

Extend the focus beyond asset
managers. The code now includes

Sign up to greater transparency.
Signatories will be required

Demonstrate stewardship beyond
listed equity. Signatories will be

Once accepted as a code signatory, the

asset owners (such as pension

expected to explain how they have

annual stewardship report becomes a

funds and insurance companies)

exercised stewardship across asset

public document and must be made

and service providers (for example,

classes beyond listed equity, such

available on the signatory’s website.

as fixed income, private equity and
infrastructure, and in investments

Critical changes
The code raises the bar significantly in
terms of the standards and expectations
of stewardship in the UK. Here are five of
the most important changes:

*

Integrate ESG factors
into investment decisions.
Signatories will be expected to
take environmental, social and
governance factors, including
climate change, into account when
fulfilling stewardship responsibilities.

The revision of the
code introduces
a strengthened
stewardship
agenda that sets
higher expectations
for the investment
community

outside the UK.
The FRC’s reshaping of stewardship
has raised the bar for all those who
are involved in investing money in
the UK, including those doing so
on behalf of individual savers and
pensioners. The code is both stronger
and clearer as a result, and it appears to
be fit for the future too.

AB

Steve Giles is a consultant and lecturer
in governance, risk and compliance.
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The view from

21%

Halima Salim ACCA, co-founder, Prohal Chartered
Certified Accountants, and would-be detective

Audit committees that include a
I graduated from Brunel

job with a good salary to

former partner from the company’s

University in London

open my own practice.

external audit firm are 21% less likely

with a degree in business

The aspect of my job

to misstate their financial results than

management and

that I enjoy the most has

those that do not.

accounting. Then, in 2012,

to be helping business

Source: American Accounting

I started my ACCA journey

owners understand their

Association

while working full-time

financial performance and

for a sole practitioner,
where I gained most my accounting

make decisions that help

Box service
Tax
headline
for dyslexics

with the growth of their business.

experience. I moved on to a medium-

Voluptas eum, ipis
Chester-based
practice
mincte
Exchequer
ped quis

sized accounting practice, which gave

My greatest career achievement

accullorest, sintecta
Accountancy
has launched
velest labor
a dyslexiarereiciis

me insight into where I wanted to be

to date was finishing my ACCA

quos dollautetur?
friendly
tax return Qui
service
nam,
forvolor
the

in the next five years. In January 2019,

Qualification at an early stage in

sunt adi berit vene
self-employed.
Thepro
firmquae
said commos
the

I started Prohal Chartered Certified

my life. This allowed me to start up my

quaspit,should
service
si omnireduce
lorem the
ipsum.
number of

Accountants with my business partner

own accounting and business advisory

Boxout with
people
crosshead:
dyslexia
doluptur,
who aresequamust
fined by

Prodipta Patel.

firm by the age of 28 and scale up

magni bera
HMRC
for errors
coribusdam
in their et
taxrereturns,
nobist la

within a short timeframe. Being a

dolorereducing
while
con re volorer
the stress
spercit
involved
auteminas

I have presented at a number of

finalist at the 2019 British Accountancy

rerum volut volorun.
completing
tax returns. Former England

professional conferences overseas

Awards was a bonus.

Boxoutcaptain
rugby
crosshead:
Chrismoditat
Robshaw,
urehend
who was
isciae. Gitaewith
diagnosed
magnima
dyslexia
ximporr
at the age

and have travelled to various

undenimilit
of
nine, launched
prem culpa
the service.
dolore‘Iprae
have

countries to fulfil some short-term

If I hadn’t become an accountant,

audit assignments. This has taught

I would like to have been a detective.

estrum rerem
struggled
throughout
aborrup my
turiantion
adult life
culpa
to fill

me the importance of understanding

I really love crime and investigations.

doluptus
out
formslorem
with confidence
ipsum dolorand
sit amet.
always

AB

and adapting to the etiquettes in

worry that I may have made mistakes, or
will
be headline
fined,’ he said.
Box

different countries.

Voluptas eum, ipis mincte ped quis

accullorest, sintecta
velest expands
labor rereiciis
Begbies
Traynor

I have been inspired during my
journey by my father. Growing up I
always looked up to him as a great
businessman.
I’m not afraid of failure. I always
have the hunger to achieve my
goals and am not scared to take
risks along the way. I’ve tested my
limits in the past by leaving a stable

quos dollautetur?
Quimade
nam,acquisitions
volor
Begbies
Traynor has

I’m not afraid of
failure. I always
have the hunger to
achieve my goals
and am not scared
to take risks along
the way

sunt
adi berit
protoquae
commos
in
London
andvene
Leeds
expand
its
quaspit, si omnoditat
urehend
isciae.
insolvency
and business
recovery
Gitae magnima
practice
and its ximporr
businessundenimilit
transfer
prem culpa
dolore prae
rerem
agency
operations.
The estrum
company
has
aborrup
turiantion
culpa doluptus.
paid
£2.35m
for Alexander
Lawson
Ur, nihitiis
rerumLondon
atum, core
Jacobs,
anmollaut
established
saerae cus firm
aut que
ex exerepe
insolvency
withpos
24 directors
and
rroviducias es
odit,
simporum
employees.
It venet
has also
acquired
Ernest
dolo el eaquidis
blatios
qui
Wilsons
of Leeds,corro
which
provides

The digital practitioner

volupta services
quique dit
agency
forestemperum
the sale of small

Listen to our podcast for practitioners by Heather Smith FCCA, a digital practitioner
based in Brisbane, Australia. Smith explains what it means to be a modern
accountant who embraces a nomadic lifestyle. The podcast is available at
bit.ly/AB-pod-hs. Find out more in our interview at bit.ly/ab-heather-smith.

doluptas et,across
vollamthe
re que
sus£4m.
eum hit
businesses
UK, for
aut occusaecus
essiaomnihiciis
et lorem
Ernest
Wilsons has
team of 24
ipsum dolor
sit employees.
amet nunc.
managers
and
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Dare to be different
Firms that fail to differentiate will see sales leads default to the market leaders – often
seen as the safest bet by prospects. Jason Ball urges a bolder approach to branding

Branding success has little to do

tax planning, payroll, etc. However, as

Hole. Its website declares: ‘We aim to

with size. Just look at the Big Four,

the pyramid suggests, it’s also the place

do things a little differently; to excel

all of which have failed to define a

where there is most competition. In

technically; to give our clients options

standout market position despite

accountancy, many firms provide similar

they hadn’t even thought of and to make

colossal budgets. Their inability to

services, and are often constrained by

complex issues easy to understand.’

cut a distinctive figure leaves a real

regulatory factors.

opportunity for ambitious firms that

But it is possible to reframe the ‘what’

The who

dare to be different. To work out how

from a passive list to a much more

The next pyramid level focuses on who

to stand out in a sea of sameness,

proactive stance such as ‘we do your

you do it for. Here can be found the

consider the business distribution

accounts’ or ‘we give you actionable

firms that specialise in certain sectors

pyramid shown opposite.

visibility into your business’ or ‘we

– such as retail or manufacturing – or

deliver foundational insights for growth’.

define their reach by geography.

The what
At the base of the pyramid is what

One firm that differentiates effectively
at this level of the pyramid is Mercer &

you do. Visit the websites of most
firms and you’ll find they focus on
their services, partly because it seems
sensible and partly because they’re
most comfortable talking about
the stuff they do every
day – corporate
restructuring,

52
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The why

At this level, differentiation hinges
on getting as close as possible to the
client and their sector. You limit your
universe of potential clients but you get

Finally, we get to why you do what you

WHY
you do it

a credible point of difference. Go to the
BW Medical Accountants website for
an example of a firm that is obviously

veers from its specialism.

at the BKL website for a good

distinctive purpose of your own, you
can create clear differentiation.
Be warned: too many brand

WHO
you do it for

Not every practice is a specialist, but
it’s still possible to stand out. Look

try and sit, creating ‘purpose-driven’
brands. It is where, if you create a

HOW
you do it

committed to its niche, reinforced with
client testimonials and a blog that never

do. This is where the Big Four tend to

purposes are simply not
relevant enough for clients
to get behind – they aim

WHAT
you do

example of a firm that works with

to make the world of
business a better
place, release

‘virtually every business sector’ but

potential or foster innovation. Smaller

still manages to identify a niche of sorts:

firms need to go to extremes here and

its clients tend to have an ‘ambitious,
entrepreneurial spirit in common’.

The how
Going up another level, we get to how
you work. This level encompasses the
technology you use, the accessibility
of your people, the ways you can make
the entire process smoother and more
painless, and the ways you take cost out

Smaller firms
need to be more
punk in conveying
their purpose,
doing it with an
edge that others
shy away from

convey their purpose with an edge that
others shy away from. Fundamentally,
they need to be more punk.

Here, we must look beyond
accountancy to challenger brands for
good examples. Nutmeg is driven
by a clear purpose – ‘to democratise
wealth management’ – while Revolut is
committed to making the bank account
experience ‘radically better’.
Beyond financial services, take a look

of the equation. Price Bailey’s website,

at DocuSign for a purpose that will

for example, labels the firm ‘thought
leaders in business’ and ‘committed to

by competitors. As a consequence,

resonate in the current climate with

sharing knowledge through a series of

when you have pioneered something

any business committed to improving

insightful events, reports and articles’.

– perhaps you were the first to create

its corporate responsibility: it wants

The big challenge is that the way

a community of clients on Slack – it’s

to save trees. It goes beyond offering

firm’s work is open to being copied

important to cement that fact in the

a service that saves paper, proving

minds of clients and prospects before

it’s serious about the environment by

another firm pips you to the post.

partnering with Trees for Cities and
pledging to donate US$1.5m in 2019
to organisations preserving the world’s
forests. It even frees up its own staff to
volunteer at forest-preserving NGOs.
It comes down to this: potential clients
need to understand you better, but first
you have to understand yourself.

AB

Jason Ball is founder of B2B marketing
agency Considered Content.
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Reskilling
for advisory
Prepare your practice for the future by preparing
your people for theirs, advises Keith Underwood
in the first of a two-part series

There is a growing and urgent need

54

The foundation of all this is to set the

to scale quickly and be agile – whether

to develop existing employees

framework for how your practice will

it’s around their offering or, more

while hiring new people in order to

operate, and for whom, over the long

crucially, the people who deliver it.

face the rapidly evolving demands

term, starting by understanding how

But the more established, traditional

of clients. Talent development and

you currently operate.

practices, with around £1m-£5m in
fees, are finding these newer services

retention, and adapting roles to fit

Start-up practices that are cloud-

new workflows and client services,

based, taking a modern approach to

challenging to implement. They

will be one of the critical issues for

automating compliance while offering

want to update their business model

practitioners over the next few years.

value-added services, are in a position

but are finding there is a mismatch
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between their existing staffing and their

You may need to engage outside

organisational structure and processes.

resources to provide some of the soft

Some practices
are considering
appointing
non-accountants
to lead their
advisory services
– individuals with
strong soft skills

One of the business models that
some these practices like to follow is
to offer a broad service provision to
SMEs and owner-managed businesses
(OMBs). But these practices are getting
squeezed. Start-up practices can be
nimble around the market and squeeze
from below, while larger practices have
more employees and financial resources
to retrain and invest, squeezing from

skills training, mentoring and coaching.
This third-party investment should be
measurable against pre-set goals for
each individual.

Do you have what it takes?
In developing these abilities and skills,
the practice will need to look at the
present complement of staff at all levels.
Not all managers or seniors, or even

above. As margins from compliance

partners, naturally make good advisers.

work erode due to automation,

It may be necessary to recruit more

outsourcing and commoditisation, a

and audit work, by both senior or

appropriate staff who have different

firm’s expensive partners and managers

manager-level roles, as these are the key

interpersonal or advisory skills and

need to refocus their abilities towards

touchpoints between a practice and the

experience. Some practices are

higher-value services.

client. Where interpersonal skills currently

considering appointing non-accountants

exist, they may only be with a select

to lead their advisory and business

partner or partners.

development services – individuals with

These smaller practices need to
increase management time and raise
investment. The only way forward is

strong networks and soft skills.

Also vital when offering more

to start from the beginning, reviewing

advisory-style services are analytical

existing abilities and offerings. For

skills, commercial awareness, and an

the transition, or want to. Most

example, a drive to attract more OMB

entrepreneurial approach to solving

traditional firms of accountants are

clients requires partners to assess who

clients’ problems and working with them

trying to evolve and train or reskill

the core clients will be and then refocus

on challenges. Mentoring and coaching

their staff; however, it might be time to

their marketing activities to appeal to

by more senior staff or partners can be

rethink how the analytical and client-

the chosen sector and size of client.

very helpful here.

facing roles are resourced. If this trend

The services a practice offers also

Not all accounting staff will make

The objective of this training is to

becomes the norm, the historical career

need to be analysed. Once understood,

enable staff to identify any ‘half-open

structure of the traditional practice will

you may decide that your offering

door’ opportunities with clients and

be no more.

needs to be expanded. Some examples

to upskill individuals so they can start

of additional, value-added services

engaging with clients at all levels on a

Keith Underwood is managing director

are in the panel below. Whatever you

more holistic-service spectrum.

of Foulger Underwood.

AB

decide on, the style of the advisory
services has to reflect the ethos of the
accounting practice.

Service suggestions
Many accountants have relied on compliance services and ignored the need to build

Layered training

the trusted adviser role. This has to change. New service offerings to run alonside

There are many calls to move a practice

accounting and tax services might include:

into advisory work, often driven by

*
*

mining a client’s historical financial information

*

spending time in discussions with the client to establish the business drivers, the

*

analysis of the technology or workflow processes that could be adopted to give

*

offering ‘all-hours availability’ to deal with the client’s requests and queries.

software providers, but for the move
to advisory to be effective, a practice
needs to consider if client-facing staff
need retraining and reskilling.
The skills to deliver the services
outlined in the panel will include
interpersonal skills, which are needed
for example in payroll, bookkeeping

extrapolating the historical information to the future, further modelling features
of the client’s business and growth opportunities
strengths of the business, its challenges and aspirations
the business a competitive advantage, become more efficient or save costs
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Smart’s true nectar
Urszula Pajdzik ACCA explains how accountants can guide organisations in
developing smart working options that are sustainable additions to business value
The role of accountants in business

need to ensure that campaigns to work

is transforming, and as finance teams

smarter genuinely add value to the

involved in IT upgrades, such

across industries strive to become

business and take into account its long-

as systems handling employee

leaner and more agile they are often

term success.

expenses, procurement or revenue

told to ‘work smarter, not harder.’

recognition. Such investments aim to

more agile is on every team in the

reduce the time spent in processing

adding value to the organisation by

business, finance included. Technologies

information while also increasing its

raising productivity – performing faster,

including artificial intelligence, machine

accuracy and availability. However,

better and cheaper. However, there is

learning, blockchain and big data

when implementing an IT solution,

also a risk that ‘work smarter’ initiatives

present both a challenge and an

accountants should consider the impact

may end up as little more than the

opportunity. Accountants are perfectly

it will have across the business.

cutting of corners and glossing over

placed within the business to ensure

of details – an optimisation of quantity

that agile initiatives raise productivity in

change in corporate settings, published

at the expense of quality. Accountants

a sustainable way.

in the late 1960s, Harvard Business

The goal of working smarter is about

56

Nowadays, the pressure to become

Company accountants are often

In his seminal study of resistance to
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School professor Paul Lawrence found
that what people resist most is the

Change checklist

social aspect of how their work changes.

The key points in assessing agile working options are:

Their concerns are not so much about

*

learning new skills as about not wanting
to have their established relationships

new technology is a step in the right

that should not be wasted.

*

direction towards working smarter.

exists in every organisation. Fear of
losing authority, power and control, or

Working smarter should not be about getting things done faster by burning
out the organisation’s best performers. The transfer of knowledge within teams
needs to take place continuously – it will enable all team members to perform at

But it is important to watch out for the
complex web of social relations that

understand interdependencies between teams. Countering resistance from an
unhappy workforce will cost time and money, both of which are scarce resources

with colleagues disturbed or altered.
There is no doubt that introducing

Do not ignore the intangible social fabric within the company, and make sure to

their best and fuel overall productivity.

*

Initiatives for working smarter do not require office partitions to be torn down.
Improving processes and shedding activities that don’t add value may be much
easier to implement and far more beneficial than reconfiguring the workspace.

resistance to increased transparency,
are enough to derail the most ambitious
plans for transforming the business.

For years, the holy grail of open space

demand. As everyone wants to get hold

design was increased productivity and

Don’t punish productivity

of them to tap into their knowledge,

collaboration. However, a 2018 study

The navigation of behavioural resistance

talented employees end up not only

by Harvard University professors Ethan

is one issue to consider in assessing how

having to complete their own work but

Bernstein and Stephan Turban at the

to work smarter. Another is the need to

also to assist with the workload of their

global headquarters of two Fortune 500

avoid punishing productivity. Writing

colleagues. The work is done in a ‘smart’

multinationals showed that redesigning

on the topic of employee burnout,

way only because it has all been piled –

traditional offices as open spaces

Bain consultant Eric Garton argues

again – onto the same individual.

reduced face-to-face collaboration

Working smart is not smart at all if

between co-workers by 70% and had an

it is about exhausting the most scarce

overall negative impact on productivity.

and valuable resource a company has

There is more than an office’s physical

to create value – talented employees

walls keeping employees from achieving

who care. Modern accountants are

their full potential: red tape, internal

knowledge workers whose rise was

politics, and unending meetings for the

predicted by management consultant

sake of meetings are also critical factors.

Peter Drucker. Knowledge workers not

Moving towards working smarter should

only require years of formal education,

start with a thorough and honest review

but are also expected to continue

of current processes. Investing in a

learning throughout their careers.

smart office certainly has value, but

Devising ways that more skilled and

eliminating unnecessary bureaucracy

experienced colleagues can share

and rooting out activities that don’t

their expertise without compromising

add value are far more likely to deliver

their own workload needs to be on the

greater productivity more quickly and at

that the phenomenon is a common

agenda if teams are to work smarter and

less expense.

one, responsible for an estimated

become more productive.

Many talented
managers suffer
from burnout
simply because
their skills and
expertise are too
much in demand

US$125bn to US$190bn a year in

AB

Urszula Pajdzik ACCA is a financial

healthcare spending in the US, but one

Cost-consciousness

that companies tend to treat as a talent

The good news for cost-conscious

management or personal issue rather

budget holders is that working smarter

accountant working in the media sector.

than a broader organisational challenge.

does not have to be all about investing

He says that many talented managers

into complex or expensive work

suffer from burnout simply because

environments and reconfigurations.

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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The view from

£100m

Dawn Scrafield FCCA, CFO, Mid and South Essex
University Hospitals Group

Value of a three-year contract
extension with Shared Services

Working in the NHS

balance, but with the age

Connected, to continue providing a

brings a huge variety of

of automation we need

range of critical business services to

tasks, which often means

to think beyond that

seven government departments under

long days. Unfortunately,

and embrace business

the government’s shared services

there are many meetings

partnering, which cannot

strategy.

and emails, but I try

be automated. Connecting

Source: Public Sector Executive

to focus on the things

with the people you support

where I can add value. My

and really understanding

favourite part of the job is supporting

the business so that you can be part of

NHS pensions

services to maximise their resources.

solving complex problems or managing

NHS England intends to allow the NHS

tricky issues is crucial.

pension scheme to pay the tax bills of
GPs and hospital consultants for whom

We are working on a merger of three
hospitals for 1 April. So we have

If I could make one change to my

pension tax rules meant it no longer

the business-as-usual of managing

working environment it would be to

made sense financially for them to

three hospitals with three financial

reduce the email burden. Our lives are

continue working. The problem arose

systems and processes while merging

dominated by emails. There is so much

from the tapered annual allowance

them into one. I am accountable

more value from a human connection.

introduced in 2016. The health secretary

for the stewardship of NHS funding

at the time of AB going to press, Matt

across the group, with a turnover of

Having worked in the NHS for more

Hancock, admitted the arrangement

£1bn, supporting a variety of services

than 23 years, I have used every

could constitute tax avoidance but

provided by 14,000 clinicians and non-

change opportunity to stretch my

said the move was necessary. Steve

clinicians for 1.2 million local residents.

capabilities and learn something new.

Webb, former pensions minister and

I tend to throw myself into a situation

now director of policy at Royal London,

We face the challenge of increasing

and try not to worry about what may or

responded: ‘This plan amounts to a

demand arising from diseases

may not be. I focus on the challenge

bizarre money-go-round, with one part

caused by obesity and smoking,

and enjoy working with like-minded

of the public sector paying another

along with an ageing population

people. As much as possible, I try

in order to resolve a short-term crisis.

which is living longer thanks to the

and have fun. I have been fortunate

The Treasury could have avoided all of

wonders of medicine. The goal is

to work with many teams over the

these problems if it had ... abolished the

to provide responsive, safe care to

years, and I love supporting people

tapered annual allowance altogether.’

meet these demands with the same

and helping develop their potential.

or less resources. As a group, we are

I think I have contributed to many

Public works rate rise

incurring an annual £110m to £120m

achievements, from big capital

The Public Works Loan Board interest

deficit, which is not sustainable. So we

developments such as a multi-modality

rate has been increased for new

are increasingly working with partners,

diagnostic centre, to significant

loans by 1%, increasing typical

such as clinical commissioning groups

financial improvements across a variety

borrowing costs from 1.8% to 2.8%.

and social care providers, to find

of organisations.

The move was criticised by the Local

ways to reduce the waste to support
appropriate responsive care.

Government Association, which said
Away from work I have a busy

it could cost councils £70m over the

household, juggling children and other

next year through higher costs for

It’s satisfying and obviously very

parts of the family. I try and enjoy life

new borrowings.

important to get the numbers to

to its fullest.

AB
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Communities in control
The growing use of participatory budgeting by public bodies around the world is
testament to its success, delegates at ACCA’s public sector summit heard
Participatory budgeting (PB) is being

of how public bodies are embracing

it has been used. So it is innovation in

used by public bodies around the

innovation, the theme of ACCA’s public

the sense that most people in the UK

world to address some of the critical

sector conference in London last

are not using it.’

challenges they face. These include lack

November (see also page 80).

of trust in the public sector, corruption,

Participatory budgeting involves local
people allocating part of the public

the democratic deficit and demands for

Jez Hall, director at community interest

budget. Hall added: ‘The message to

citizen empowerment.

company Shared Future, told the

take back from this is that it is fun if

conference. He said: ‘It is something

you do it the right way. If you want the

community involvement in decision-

that has been happening for quite a

public to be involved in budgeting, you

making, while providing financial

long time. But what has been changing

do need to make it fun – otherwise why

transparency. And it is an example

is the context, the scale and the ways

would they waste their time?’

It offers the opportunity for

60
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The origins of PB are in Brazil, about
30 years ago, but there have now

Radical and transformative change

been 11,000 different applications

One of the key sessions at the public sector summit featured Geoff Mulgan, the

internationally of the principles. Public

outgoing chief executive of Nesta (‘the innovation foundation’), who was also head

bodies adopting it are located from

of policy for Tony Blair when he was prime minister. Mulgan predicted that public

Paris to remote rural Kenya, where

service providers will increasingly move to experimentation as they recognise

it has been welcomed as bringing

they need to innovate in response to the pressures of austerity and demography.

transparency and accountability

Typically, that experimentation will be undertaken initially on a small-scale, pilot basis

to decision-making in the face of

to determine what works best.

widespread corruption and financial
waste in the public sector.
In New York, US$35m a year of the

He said it is essential for the public sector to understand better what works
and what is cost effective. A skills shortage is the big gap facing public bodies in
becoming more innovative, along with the willingness to learn and take risks.

municipal budget is directly decided

ACCA research has found that public sector innovation tends to be top down and

via PB in forums and online. More than

incremental, rather than bottom up and radical. Mulgan told the conference that

€100m has been allocated through PB in

given the scale of the challenges faced by the public sector, innovation now needs to

Portugal in local and national schemes.

be radical and transformative, as well as being led from the top of organisations.

All 32 councils in Scotland are
involved in either implementing or
considering PB. Cosla – the Convention

only allocated funds, but also increased

of Scottish Local Authorities – has

volunteer engagement in projects.

endorsed PB, explaining: ‘The best

PB can also be the basis for citizens’

people to decide the future of their

engagement in public budget

communities are the people who live in

setting. ‘We need to move towards

those communities.’ The aspiration in

influencing mainstream budgets,’

Scotland is for PB to determine 1% of

said Hall. ‘That is, citizens deciding

public spending.

what work public sector organisations

Hall quoted one PB participant

are going to be doing. That is about

*

citizens influence the rules

*

the process has a deliberative

*
*

redistribution is part of the process

*

the process is not a one-off but is

governing the process
element
it is designed for citizens to monitor
public spending
repeated – eg, year after year.

who remarked that, ‘if it feels like we

community-led commissioning at scale.

‘It is about how we make ourselves

decided, it’s PB. If it feels like someone

That is where they are going towards in

accountable to those who pay for us,’

else decided, it isn’t.’

Scotland.’

said Hall. ‘There has to be scrutiny over

The defining principles of PB are that:

Bringing in the community
Participatory grant-making is one PB
model. This is a competitive process
within neighbourhoods, where the best

the PB process as well. When it’s done

*

the objective is about the use of

well, PB should support representative

public budgets

democracy. It has been found that

*

participation has a direct impact on

where it has been done well over a

the budget

period of time, tax evasion has gone

ideas from a local community group

down. People are more willing to pay

are given funding. ‘It’s like the Dragon’s

their taxes,’ he added.
Hall said that any commissioning

Den, but where the community is the
dragon.’ It sounds intimidating, but

process could become more

it isn’t, said Hall, who describes the

participative but warned that it needs

process as adding to community capital.
The Scottish government has
allocated £2m a year for PB. One
programme, led by Police Scotland,
was aimed at reducing Islamophobic
bullying in Edinburgh. More than 100
projects bid, 2,500 people voted and
34 groups won funding of £5,000 each
for innovative projects. The process not

‘The best people to
decide the future of
their communities
are the people
who live in those
communities’

a rigorous evaluation process. He
pointed to a World Bank study that
shows PB improves trust in government
and community engagement. ‘There is
definitive proof that PB does improve
lives. But you need to do it for the
long term.’

AB
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Real-world recognition
Businesses are beginning to ask scenario-specific questions about how they should be
applying the new revenue recognition standard, as Adam Deller reports
IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts

This article will look at some of the
agenda decisions made in relation to

decisions, so those decisions will be

accounting periods beginning on or

IFRS 15 to date as a way to understand

examined with reference to them:

after 1 January 2018, which means

how entities can apply them. It will also

1. Identify the contract.

we are now reaching the point where

consider a tentative agenda decision

2. Identify the performance obligations

entities are raising specific queries

about training costs incurred as part of a

based on real-world situations.

contract, which is still open for comment.

As part of this process, questions are

CPD

The five steps are key to IFRIC’s

with Customers, became effective for

in the contract.
3. Determine the contract price.
4. Allocate the transaction price.

often brought to the IFRS Interpretations

The five-step model

Committee (IFRIC), which is the

To begin, it is important to recall the key

interpretive body of the International

principles underpinning IFRS 15. The

Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

standard replaced the more ‘risks and

Contract costs

IFRIC is responsible for responding

rewards’ approach in IAS 18, Revenue,

The first of the IFRIC agenda decisions

to questions about the application

and IAS 11, Construction Contracts,

relates to real estate contracts, where

of IFRS Standards. As questions are

with a five-step method for recognising

an entity constructs property for sale to

raised, IFRIC makes a series of ‘agenda

revenue from contracts with customers.

third parties. There is sufficient scope

decisions’ to help clarify the application

While IFRS 15 still allows room for

for judgment in the IFRS 15 standard

of standards in specific scenarios. If it is

judgment, the five steps offer more

to decide whether the conditions are

decided that these decisions highlight

detail and guidance for users, with the

met to record revenue over time or at a

a widespread or material issue, it may

aim of reducing ambiguity around the

point in time.

make a narrow scope amendment to a

timing and amounts relating to the

published standard.

recognition of revenue.

5. Recognise revenue when a
performance obligation is satisfied.

If an entity decides to recognise
revenue over time, then the asset
created cannot have an alternative
use to the entity, which must also
have an enforceable right to payment
for performance completed to
date. If this is the case, the entity
recognises revenue as the buildings are
constructed, increasing revenue further
as construction progresses.
This raised further questions about
the costs of fulfilling such a contract.
As a real estate contract progresses,
the potential assets relating to it will
depend on the situation, as follows:

*

If an item of property has been
pre-sold to a customer, there will be
a receivable if the right to issue an
invoice has been established.

*

If the contract has not yet reached
that stage, then there will be a
contract asset.
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Upfront fees
A specific question was raised in the
context of a stock exchange, which
charges companies fees to list. As
part of the listing, the stock exchange
charges both an upfront fee and an
ongoing fee. The upfront fee is charged
to cover the costs of due diligence work
and other views, and is non-refundable.
The question was whether the upfront
and ongoing fees could be regarded
as being for two separate services, and
whether the upfront fee could initially
be recognised as revenue.
IFRIC decided that no revenue could
be recognised. Its assessment was there
was only one performance obligation
under the contract – the provision of
a stock exchange listing. It decided
that as nothing else was promised
for the upfront fee, the accounting
treatment should be similar to that of a
fee. When assessing the query, the
committee went back to the general

CPD

membership agreement with an upfront

principles of revenue – revenue cannot
be recognised in the accounts unless
something is given to the customer.

Payments to a customer

*

If an item of property has not been

be built up to the full sales value based

The specific query relates to the

pre-sold, then the property will

on progress towards completion, so no

airline industry, which can be required

represent inventory until a sale is

interest can be added. Similarly, if this is

by law to provide customers with

agreed with a customer.

a contract asset it will result in the same

compensation in the case of delay or

In a real estate project, it is likely that

situation. In both cases, the amount

cancellation. The query was whether

the construction entity will need some

charged to the customer will be set in

this should be recognised as a provision

element of financing in the initial phase.

the sales price, so interest cannot be

under IAS 37, Provisions, Contingent

There are likely to be significant costs

capitalised onto this.

Liabilities and Contingent Assets, or as

incurred upfront before any right to

part of the contract under IFRS 15. This

If the item has not been pre-sold,

invoice is established. In this case,

then the borrowing costs can still not be

is important to entities, as it results in

the question was raised as to whether

capitalised. The reasoning here is that

either the recognition of expenses or a

borrowing costs could be capitalised in

at any moment a customer could agree

deduction in revenue, even if the overall

relation to the assets under the contract.

to purchase the goods, which would

profit figure is the same either way.

The decision IFRIC arrived at is

mean that progress towards completion

The decision made was that the

that the borrowing costs cannot be

could immediately be recorded as

compensation is embedded as part

capitalised, regardless of whether the

revenue. It is unlikely that the sales price

of the contract, as a form of variable

item created was a contract asset,

would include an increase due to the

consideration. Under the contract price

receivable or inventory. If the asset

interest incurred, so this would not be

determine step of the IFRS 15 model,

being created is a receivable, this will

included in the asset.

the treatment for variable consideration
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providing a support service on behalf
of a customer would need to be trained
in the specific details of that customer’s
product, which would then be charged
to that customer. As these costs could
be recharged to the customer, the
question was whether the costs would
have to be expensed as incurred, or
could be matched to the revenue
earned on the contract.
To deal with this situation, the
committee took a step outside of
IFRS 15. The standard states that a first
consideration is to look at whether
costs are covered by another standard.
In this case, the committee ruled that
training costs are already covered by
IAS 38, Intangible Assets, which states
they must be expensed as incurred. The
committee therefore decided that this
would be the correct treatment.
In each of these cases, the decisions

CPD

clearly relate to specific industries,
but these are key in helping users
to understand the application of

Revenue cannot
be recognised
in the accounts
unless something
is given to the
customer

accounting standards. The decisions
made in these cases provide greater
clarification of upfront fees, training
costs, payments to customers and
borrowing costs. These agenda
decisions are a vital tool in the
development and refining of new
standards, and will provide valuable
information to preparers as they grapple
with the specific reporting requirements
of new standards.

states that if an entity makes a payment

revenue to zero and record the excess

to a customer and receives nothing in

as an expense. They would also be

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

exchange, this is a debit to revenue.

able to deduct the whole amount from

specialist and lecturer.

This raises the interesting question as

revenue. Either way, as long as the entity

to what happens if the reimbursement

explains its treatment, is likely to be an

is above the initial revenue, which

acceptable application of IFRS 15.

can sometimes be the case with flight

64
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compensation. This could result in

Costs to fulfil a contract

negative revenue, which conceptually

The final question we will look at is the

seems wrong. The committee did not

tentative decision, yet to be finalised,

specifically address this issue, deciding

which relates to training costs incurred

it wasn’t a widespread occurrence. It

as part of a contract. The example

is likely that entities could take the

raised was one where an entity

More information
Get CPD units by answering questions
on this article at accaglobal.com/
abcpd.
Hear the financial reporting session
in ACCA’s Accounting for the Future
conference (5 December) on demand.
Go to accaglobal.com/AFF2019.
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting

charity where no legal obligation to

beginning on or after 1 January

make the payment exists.

2020, with early application

Information sheet 3 explains how

permitted. The guidance clearly

to comply with the Companies

states that a ‘charity participating

in charities applying the statement of

(Miscellaneous Reporting)

in a multi-employer plan that

recommended practice (SORP) can be

Regulations 2018 as they apply to

previously accounted for that

found in a series of information sheets

UK company charities.

plan using defined contribution

Information sheet 4 assists

accounting is required to apply

preparers with applying the FRS 102

the amendments to FRS 102 for

suggested solutions for

amendments for multi-employer

multi-employer defined benefit

implementation issues.

defined benefit plans. It assists with

plans issued in May 2019 when it has

Information sheet 2 covers the

the additional SORP requirements

sufficient information to use defined

accounting for gift aid payments

when applying amendments and

benefit accounting in accordance

made by a subsidiary to its parent

is effective for accounting periods

with Module 17 of Charities

Charity information sheets
Solutions to implementation issues

on the Charities SORP website.

*
*

Information sheet 1 offers

*

*

SORP (FRS 102) and Section 28 of
FRS 102.’
More information at bit.ly/SORP-help.

Solicitors’ accounts reports
The new solicitors’ accounts rules
became effective from 25 November
2019, and the Solicitors Regulation
Authority (SRA) has brought its
revised guidance into one area and
supplemented the rules with Q&As to
assist firms. See bit.ly/SRA-rules.
It has also updated its guidance on
the circumstances in which money can
be withdrawn from a client account to

Alternative dispute resolution

pay to a charity of the solicitor’s choice.

From 2020, all disputes below £100,000 will have to go through an alternative

It now allows withdrawals of residual

dispute resolution process. The two most common types of alternative dispute

client account balances of less than

resolution are mediation and arbitration. Mediation involves an independent third

£500 on any one client matter provided

party helping two parties in a dispute to reach a mutually acceptable outcome – the

the balance is paid to a charity of the

mediator cannot impose a solution. Arbitration involves an independent third party

solicitor’s choice. Where balances are

considering the facts and taking a decision that is legally binding on the parties.

over this limit, additional conditions

The ADR guidance provides an overview of the various ADR mechanisms, how

apply with intensive efforts made (and

these are used and what underpins them (statute etc). The purpose is to encourage

recorded) to locate the rightful owner

ACCA members to think about ADR and how it can be implemented within

and with specific evidence being

members’ existing businesses to enhance their offerings, provide expertise and

required, including permission being

generate revenue. More at bit.ly/ACCA-ADR.

obtained from the SRA.
Find out more at bit.ly/client-money.
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Asset assurance

The interrelationship between forming

Tax

The November 2019 revision of the

the opinion and reporting breaches is

Client Asset Assurance Standard (CASS)

stressed. The guidance states: ‘The CASS

Self-assessment deadline

is effective for client asset reports to

auditor is required to report all breaches

You can find guidance on topical

the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

identified by it or identified to it by any

self-assessment issues faced by many

for periods commencing on or after

other party including the firm. Although

businesses at bit.ly/ACCA-inc-tax. As

1 January 2020. The guidance highlights

a breach may be of minor significance,

highlighted in these pages in July,

the importance of the report wording,

this is not a relevant consideration when

HMRC has changed its guidance

evidence for reporting an opinion, and

determining if a CASS rule has been

on the requirement for directors to

what precisely is required of the auditor.

breached. ‘The reporting of any breach

file tax returns. The new guidance

The auditor must have ‘an overview

of a CASS rules shall result in the CASS

removed statements suggesting that

of the process to form the opinion as to

auditor expressing a modified opinion

all directors have an obligation to

whether the firm has maintained systems

regarding the adequacy of systems

file tax returns.

adequate to enable it to comply with

during the period. The reporting of

the relevant CASS rules for the period

breaches may also result in the need for

followed the conclusion of Mohammed

and that it was in compliance with the

the CASS auditor to express a modified

Salem Kadhem v HMRC (2017), in which

rules at the end of the period, along with

opinion regarding compliance with the

the tribunal ruled that the ‘guidance

the relevant considerations relating to

CASS rules at the period-end date.

notice [did] not accurately reflect what

More at bit.ly/CASS-guidance.

various stages in the process’.

The amendments to HMRC’s guidance

the law says’. HMRC will stop automatic
self-assessment notices for directors.
HMRC says: ‘If an individual has

Charity SORP

received a notice to file and has no

The second edition of the charity statement of recommended practice (SORP) is

other taxable income to report, they

now available and is effective for reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January

can ask for the notice to file to be

2019. It consolidates the changes to the SORP from Bulletin 1, which had an earlier

withdrawn. However, HMRC may decide

effective date, and Bulletin 2. The main Bulletin 2 amendments to the SORP are

that they still require a return and if so,

listed in the table below.

the return must be submitted, otherwise
penalties may be incurred.’

Section/module/appendix Bullet 2 amendment
Scope and application
Module 10
Balance sheet

We suggest that tax checklists be

Insertion of the dates from which the Bulletin 2

amended so directors with an income

amendments were effective.

under £50,000 are asked if they want a

*

permitting charities that rent investment property

request to be sent to HMRC asking for

to another group entity to measure the investment

the notice to file to be withdrawn.

property either at cost (less depreciation and
impairment) or at fair value

*
*

More information is available at
bit.ly/ACCA-ToFile.

removing the undue cost or effort exemption for
the investment property component of mixed use

CEST

property to require measurement at fair value

The revised and enhanced HMRC tool

removing the disclosure of stocks recognised as an

to check employment status for tax

expense.

(CEST) allows for workers’ details not

Module 14
Statement of cashflows

Charities required to prepare a reconciliation of net

to be entered, and HMRC will stand by

debt as a note to the statement of cashflows.

the determination.

Module 27
Charity mergers

Transfer of activities to a subsidiary undertaking an

Appendix 1
Glossary

More at bit.ly/CEST-tool, and CEST

example of a charity reconstruction that may be

guidance at bit.ly/CEST-guide.

accounted for as a merger.
Insertion of the definition of the term ‘service
potential.

CGT April 2020

More information is available at bit.ly/SORP-info.

Individuals may easily overlook the
in-year capital gains tax (CGT) reporting
and payment requirements that apply
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from April. The most obvious group are
those involved in buy to let.
The in-year requirement is that a
return and payment of CGT is made
within 30 days following the completion
day for a UK land (including buildings)
transaction when there is a charge
to CGT. There are a few exemptions,
including when no amount is payable.
The provisions are contained in
schedule 2 of Finance Act 2019 (see
bit.ly/UK-laws), which received royal
assent on 12 February 2019.
The changes to CGT apply to the
following (subject to some limited
exclusions). Schedule 2 Part 1 1(1) states

Anti-money laundering

that the schedule covers:

The Solicitors Regulation Authority recently highlighted the outcomes of its anti-

*

any direct or indirect disposal of UK

money laundering (AML) checks, which revealed 21% non-compliance and that

land which meets the non-residence

‘some firms may have only created one [risk assessment] in response to our request

condition (whether or not a gain

and therefore some firms may not have an existing risk assessment’. The SRA has

accrues) and which is made on or

also indicated that 7,000 firms will be checked for compliance, with a warning notice

after 6 April 2019

being issued, and that firms need to ‘make sure they comply promptly. If they do not,

any other direct disposal of UK land

they will face enforcement action’.

*

on which a residential property gain
accrues and which is made on or

ACCA has made a simple AML policies and procedures document available for
accountants. You can it and other AML support at bit.ly/ACCA-AMLhelp.

after 6 April 2020.
This schedule does not apply to
excluded disposals. A disposal is an

ordinary self-assessment return and

excluded disposal if:

included the disposal on it.

*
*

It is a disposal on which, as a

The checklist and factsheet are
available at bit.ly/ACCA-social and
bit.ly/ACCA-employment-law.

CGT losses can be used to reduce

result of any of the no gain/no

the CGT payable if they occur before

loss provisions, neither a gain nor a

the completion date for the property

Tax engagement letters

loss accrues.

concerned. CGT is payable for a

The ACCA factsheet on engagement

It is the grant of a lease for

disposal by the filing date for the return

letters for tax practitioners has been

no premium to a person not

(which is within 30 days of the date of

updated, and there is new additional

connected with the grantor under

completion of the sale of the property).

subcontractor guidance from a
collaborative working party of ACCA,

a bargain made at arm’s length.

*
*

It is a disposal made by a charity.

Law

ATT, CIOT, AAT and STEP. Details of
when the guidance will be available can

It is a disposal of any pension
scheme investments.

Guides and checklists

be found at bit.ly/ACCA-eng-letters.

If a disposal is made to which this

ACCA has made available free to

schedule applies, the person must

members a number of simple checklists,

Protect yourself and clients

complete a return for that disposal

including one on staying within the law

Continue to check the webpage for

and submit it to HMRC within 30

when using social media. The short

HMRC genuine contact and recognising

days following the completion date.

checklist provide pointers for businesses

phishing emails and texts. During tax

Exemptions are available including

to follow, and can be read alongside

filing it is possible to miss the genuine

where the person is not liable to pay

the employment law suite of factsheets,

HMRC contact because of concerns

an amount on account for the disposal

which include a contract of employment

over the rise in phishing emails. Go to

or if they have already delivered their

and computer use policy.

bit.ly/genuine-HMRC.

AB
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Age of uncertainty
Media headline

CPD

Ipsa pellore periaturui optamus, nest,
soluptat quaspis solorum fugia nis
dero www.accaglobal.com/ab

The accelerating drive towards a multilateral tax reform with no clear destination is
bringing a mounting challenge to multinationals’ transfer pricing practices

According to a recent study by EY,

revenue away from countries where they

79% of global tax executives regard

are actively doing business to other

address the tax challenges arising

the international tax environment as

jurisdictions with lower tax rates.

from digitalisation of the economy,

‘uncertain’ – including 42% who agreed

and to continue advancing toward a

whole-heartedly (‘very much so’ or

debates over its latest plans to bring

consensus-based solution to overhaul

‘extremely so’).

together a number of proposals over

the rules-based international tax system

how the digital economy should be

by 2020,’ said OECD secretary-general

Although EY’s survey was looking at

taxed. Its plan is to re-allocate some

Angel Gurría. ‘It brings us closer to our

the global transfer pricing landscape,

profits and corresponding taxing rights

ultimate goal: ensuring all MNEs pay

four letters can probably sum up the

to countries and jurisdictions where

their fair share.’

uncertainty: BEPS.

MNEs have their markets. It would

However, Gurría warned that some

ensure that MNEs with significant

jurisdictions may decide to go it alone.

Organisation for Economic Cooperation

business in places where they do not

‘Failure to reach agreement by 2020

and Development’s (OECD) flagship

have a physical presence are taxed in

would greatly increase the risk that

tax reform programme. Launched in

those jurisdictions, by creating new rules

countries will act unilaterally, with

2015, BEPS is a package of tax reforms

on where tax is paid (‘nexus’ rules) and

negative consequences on an already

to ensure that large multinational

on what portion of profits should be

fragile global economy. We must not

enterprises (MNEs) do not shift tax

taxed (‘profit allocation’ rules).

allow that to happen,’ he said.

What is driving this climate of anxiety?

Base erosion and profit shifting is the

68

Last November, the OECD hosted

‘We’re making real progress to
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Rapid responder

Executives believe there will be an

prevention of aggressive unilateral

The UK has already introduced its own

upswell in the depth, breadth and

measures, and the intense political

diverted profits tax, which came into

frequency of challenges to transfer

pressure to tax highly digital MNEs.

force in April 2015. The tax tackles the

pricing. Specifically, executives surveyed

The OECD has also proposed a

perceived continued diversion of profits

anticipate significantly more instances of

global minimum corporate tax rate.

away from the UK by MNEs through the

audits, fines and assessments, and they

The proposals would apply not only to

use of particular operational structures

recognise the need to respond.’

tech giants such as Facebook, Apple,

and aggressive transfer pricing policies.

Amazon, Netflix and Google, but

Some 82% of respondents in the
EY survey say they have experienced

also other multinationals that make

a compliance facility since January

challenges to their transfer pricing over

significant sums from brands and other

2019. The facility aims to encourage

the past three years, with 40% of these

intangible assets.

companies to review both the design

saying the resulting adjustments had

and implementation of their operational

led to double taxation. Griffin says: ‘The

tax rate on all income reduces the

structures and transfer pricing policies

degree and pace of change of global

incentive for taxpayers to engage in

and to make any appropriate changes.

tax reform has become so great that

profit shifting and establishes a floor for

They are encouraged to use the

it is now critical for businesses to think

tax competition between jurisdictions.

HMRC has been implementing

The OECD claims that a minimum

facility to put forward a detailed tax

The specific levels of minimum tax rates

report, including proposals to pay any

have not yet been discussed, as the

additional tax, interest or penalties
that may be due where adjustments to
previously filed returns are required.
The facility allows affected companies
reduce the risk of profit diversion in the
future and limit the threat of further,
more costly, HMRC interventions.
To encourage compliance, HMRC
has issued a series of ‘nudge’ letters to
organisations it believes will be affected

principles first.
The reaction to its consultation
has been mixed. The Information
Technology Industry Council says the
growing threat of a patchwork approach
to international tax underscores why
the significant questions and challenges
raised by digitisation must be addressed
in a multilateral setting.
Meanwhile anti-poverty campaigners
are concerned that the OECD’s rules

by the new rules. ‘We understand from

are too feeble and will not give poor

HMRC that the majority of businesses
that received a nudge letter in the first

strategically to reflect the evolving

countries sufficient rights to raise

and second tranches have registered

landscape. As uncertainty becomes the

revenues. Susana Ruiz, Oxfam’s tax

under the facility,’ says RSM’s Suze

watchword for many, looking ahead

policy lead, says the global minimum

McDonald, who heads up the firm’s

to the short, medium and long-term

tax plan ‘opens up the possibility that

southern region transfer pricing team.

impacts of local and global reforms is

big corporations will simply shift their

‘HMRC has also opened enquiries into

the only way to implement an adaptive

headquarters to a tax haven to avoid

many of those that received such letters

and effective tax strategy.’

paying tax’.

High stakes

see if the results of EY’s survey will have

focuses on transfer pricing, it is clear

As the OECD admits, the stakes are

changed in a year’s time, or whether the

that it is not just in the UK where tax

very high. Its proposals need to address

outlook remains uncertain.

executives fear intervention from

a broad range of issues, including the

revenue collecting agencies. Peter

allocation of taxing rights between

Griffin, EY global transfer pricing leader,

jurisdictions, fundamental features

says: ‘The tax world is moving to an era

of the international tax system (such

Either way, it will be interesting to

but did not register.’
Returning to the EY survey, which

of multilateral policy and administration,

as the permanent establishment and

which is causing monumental shifts

the arm’s length principle), the future

in the practice of transfer pricing.

of multilateral tax cooperation, the

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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to bring their UK tax affairs up to date,

OECD wants to reach agreement on the

‘The degree and
pace of change of
tax reform makes
it critical for
businesses to think
strategically to
reflect the evolving
landscape’
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Sporting chance
While Todd Shand FCCA may not have picked up a bat as a child, being CFO of
Cricket Australia is a dream job that offers a fascinating insight into sport
What’s it like to have a job that
millions of people dream of? That’s

i

CV

Every Australian child has grown up

2016
CFO, Cricket Australia

playing backyard cricket, the sport

Different set of eyes
Each role was a step up that Shand

as much an institution there as it is in

2010

approached with ‘a different set of

England. The irony for the Glaswegian

Financial controller/head of finance,

eyes’. ‘The one thing that hasn’t

Shand, now a self-confessed ‘cricket

Cricket Australia

changed is the opportunity to grow

tragic’, was that he’d never picked up a
bat – and didn’t know anyone who had.
After studying accounting at
university, he ‘soon worked out’ that

with every role,’ he says. It’s a journey

2008

he is still on, believing that ‘the need to

Head of finance, Ericsson

reinvent yourself is now part of finance’.

Telecommunications Australia & NZ

a degree alone would not be enough

Shand’s staff of 16 are spread
across financial accounting, business

to fulfil his long-term ambition. The

2006

partnering, financial systems,

ACCA Qualification could do that,

Head of finance, Universal Pictures

procurement and sourcing, payroll

he reasoned. ‘Its flexibility suited my

International Entertainment, UK

and financial systems. ‘Cricket works

lifestyle,’ he says.
During a stint with the BBC in London
Shand met his future wife, Wendy

in a way that is far more complex than

2004

I ever thought it would be before I

Financial controller, Technicolor

started,’ he explains. ‘We are a multi-site

and, both being adventurous, they

business that works closely with other

decided to move to Australia. Shand’s

2001

cricket nations, as well as organisations

accounting qualifications were in

One-year contract roles at the BBC

such as the eight states and territory

demand, so immigration was smooth in

(senior management accountant), ITV

associations in Australia, and the

2008 for the couple and first son, Jack.

and V2 Music Group

International Cricket Council in Dubai.’

kicked in. ‘My first job contracting was

1997

game-changers. For example, a media

here at Cricket Australia,’ Shand says

Management accountant, BBC

broadcast deal worth A$1.182bn over six

from his office opposite the famous

Entertainment

years was signed in April 2018: a handy

Settling in Melbourne, happenstance

It’s also a business full of financial

Melbourne Cricket Ground, home

fillip for the coffers, but how does the

of Australian cricket. As a newbie he

finance chief plan for unknowns?

was introduced to legends of the

Australia ‘and made it clear I’d love

‘The cricket model is fascinating

game – such as Greg Chappell and

to return if the right role emerged’.

to manage – different to any other

the late Richie Benaud – with no idea

When that call came, in 2010, Shand

business I have worked in,’ Shand

who they were. ‘What cricket, and

was head of finance at Ericsson

concedes. Revenue fluctuates

sport in general, does for communities

Telecommunications Australia & New

depending on the broadcast and gate

is something dear to my heart, and

Zealand. It was a rewarding job that he

revenue linked to the international

although I knew nothing about the

enjoyed, but he says the pull of cricket

touring team, whereas operating

game, the purpose was what initially

was too strong.

expenses – excluding payments to

pulled me towards it,’ he says.

70

budget of around AU$500m. ‘It was
AU$135m when I started,’ he adds.

how Todd Shand’s role as CFO of
Cricket Australia is viewed.

CFO, overseeing an annual revenue

He joined Cricket Australia as

After the month’s contract was

financial controller, progressed to head

up, he kept in touch with Cricket

of finance and, in 2016, was appointed

cricketers – remain largely the same.
‘This makes annual comparisons
challenging, so we work on a four-year
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cycle,’ he says. Even then, ‘we don’t
always know the international cricket
match schedule beyond perhaps the
next four years.
‘We have a very robust financial
strategy,’ Shand explains. ‘The model is
different, and obviously with such large
revenue streams as media rights we
need to plan for many scenarios.
‘We manage unknowns through
a long-range plan, made up of key
assumptions, targets, and the ability for
us to dial up and down as we understand
the outcome of partnerships we enter
into with broadcasters and others. We
do, of course, have a level of reserves.
This all forms part of a financial strategy
that has worked well for the business as
we have continued to grow and grow.’
Shand calls himself a ‘consensusbuilder’. ‘I think about the “we” rather
than the “I”,’ he says. ‘I like to create
opportunities for the team to grow,
and for the business to move forward
working towards the best outcome for
cricket – not just finance. Luckily, Cricket
Australia and Australian cricket have
some great people who are united
behind a common purpose and make
that easy.’
While cricket can have areas that may
be perceived as being relatively rigid,
he adds, parts of it can also work in a
more entrepreneurial manner, ‘so being
adaptable is important’.

Serve the wider community
‘The beauty of finance is you get to
see and work across all areas of the
business and, in my case, to serve
the wider community,’ Shand continues.
‘For instance, through the Australian
Cricket Reconciliation Action Plan,
we help to build relationships,
respect and trust between Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islands peoples
and non-Indigenous Australians,’
he says. ‘I also provide input into
the organisation’s broader digital
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i

Basics

anger, disappointment and concern –

2019 Ashes (men’s and women’s); and

every emotion was thrown around.’

this year, the nation will host the Men’s

Shand believes that ‘the greatest

and Women’s ICC T20 World Cup, the

Cricket Australia is the national

gift we can give to people is to

finals to be played at the Melbourne

governing body for cricket in

listen; that’s what I did, and what the

Cricket Ground.

Australia, its purpose being to unite

organisation is continuing to do. In

and inspire communities through

those conversations, people started to

demonstrating ‘a clear commitment

sport. During the year ending 30 June

share more – I know I did as well,’ he

towards prize money parity’ for the

2019, 705 international and domestic

says. ‘Myself, the team and cricket work

Australian women’s team, who are not

sanctioned matches were played over

hard on the learnings we take from that

only the current world champions but

255 days of cricket in Australia and

personally, and how we can apply them

‘are great role models for girls and boys,

abroad. The 2018-19 financial year

to our everyday work going forward.’

as well as being respected ambassadors

also resulted in an operating surplus

Time, he added, is also a healer.

for our country’, he says.

of AU$18.2m, more than double the
year prior (AU$8.3m).

After the events in Cape Town, Cricket
Australia chair Earl Eddings promised

Internally, Cricket Australia is

Shand feels he is incredibly privileged
to work in a role and a sport that he
loves. At home he plays backyard
or beach cricket with younger son,
Australian-born Alfie, 11, who hopes to

strategy and initiatives such as

wear the ‘baggy green’ cap one day.

system development.’

The ball-tampering
scandal in 2018
shell-shocked the
cricket community.
‘It struck deeply
and absolutely
affected our team’

He describes Cricket Australia as
‘a great organisation that provides
opportunities for anyone to get
involved’. Staff members have been
flag-carriers at major matches and help
out behind the scenes; in one highlight
last year, a finance team member ‘got to
bowl to the India team and his heroes
when they toured’.

his older son Jack (now 16), and credits
Wendy with keeping him grounded.
Does being finance leader in such a
high-profile institution bring any added
pressure to his role? ‘What, apart from
knowing that millions of people in
Australia and across the globe would
want my job?’ he jokes.
Seriously, Shand adds, it’s hard to

The culture that Shand so admires

call it pressure when you love your job,

in his workplace was tested by the
ball-tampering scandal in South Africa

better. Highlighting the important

love coming to work each day, and are

in 2018. Three Australian players,

cultural change taking place across

aligned with the purpose so heavily. In

including captain Steve Smith, were

Australian cricket, he said last year: ‘We

fact, he’s more likely to face a grilling at

sanctioned after admitting their role

have quite rightly turned the spotlight

a barbecue or the pub, when someone

in using sandpaper to rough up the

onto each and every aspect of Cricket

asks Shand about why a certain player

ball, an action that shell-shocked the

Australia to ensure positive change is

was picked ahead of another. ‘At which

cricket community and drew worldwide

reflected both on and off the field.’

point I politely remind them I am not a

condemnation. Although not directly

Shand adds that ‘while we will never

selector,’ he says.
Shand’s advice to young accountants

implicated, head coach Darren Lehmann

forget the lessons of the past, we

resigned and the scandal eventually

want to reassure the Australian cricket

is to ‘be adventurous, and find what you

claimed the scalps of several high-

community that we’ve listened, and we

love to do. The value you bring lies in

profile Cricket Australia executives,

– from the players to the administration

what you can do for others, so seek out

including its chairman and CEO. The

– are genuinely committed to moving

those opportunities.’

finance function wasn’t implicated, but

forward, earning back the trust of cricket

nonetheless felt the fallout.

fans across the country and making

and have a support group and mentors

Australia proud again.’

who will tell you things – even those you

‘It absolutely affected our team – not
in their day-to-day operations but from

72

Shand also ‘learns a lot, every day’ from

There are positives to look forward

a feeling perspective,’ Shand says. ‘It

to. Participation at grass-roots level is

struck deeply: people expressed their

growing; Australia brought home the

‘Invest the time to build a network,

may not want to hear.’

AB

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
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On the road
ACCA’s roadshows last year, in partnership with Practice Ignition, showcased the
experiences of professional accountants in building their practices
It’s a comfort to know that

some high-profile experts

resonated with a number of

‘This was the most

many of us are fighting the

who shared insights and

attendees, who also shared

inspiring event I have

same battles, and nowhere

advice with over 1,300

honest accounts of their own

attended in the last 10 years,’

was this more evident

members across the UK.

personal journeys.

said one attendee. ‘The

than at ACCA’s recent

Joining the speaker lineup

experiences of the speakers

roadshows. Aiming to

grow, merge or sell

were Amanda C Watts, a

were insightful and relevant

support members and their

your accounting firm –

consultant, and Aynsley

to the challenges we face in

firms at different stages

featured the journey of

Damery, founder of the

developing our business.’

of their businesses, the

entrepreneurial professional

consultancy Clarity, who gave

Watch out for news on

events showcased real-life

accountant Guy Pearson,

highly motivating talks on the

more events from ACCA

examples of successes and

who started, grew, scaled

marketing mindset and how

and Practice Ignition

failures from a range of

and exited (before re-

to roll out advisory services

throughout 2020 at

members.

entering and then exiting

to your clients.

events.accaglobal.com.

The roadshows, which

74

The theme – start,

again) his firm Interactive

ran during October 2019 in

Accounting, which is now a

partnership with consultancy

£2m practice. The lessons

Practice Ignition, pulled in

he learned along the way

AB

More information
Watch a short video about ACCA and Practice Ignition’s
roadshows at bit.do/accaroadshow.
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Tech opportunities
Find out about the different technologies, apps and processes now available to
the accountancy profession, at the Digital Accountancy Show
Given the advances in

exhibitions and shows to

technology and changes

ensure we enable access

in regulation, such as

to the very best content

Making Tax Digital, the

and insights,’ said ACCA

opportunities to join the

UK’s head of member

tech revolution are many

engagement Jason Hinkle.

and varied.
So ACCA is partnering

‘We’re really excited about
the Digital Accountancy

with The Digital

Show and the opportunities

Accountancy Show in March

it will bring to our members.’

to introduce members

Find out more about

to forward-thinking

the free event, which will

communities and to help

be taking place at the

them in their efforts to drive

new Tottenham Hotspur

their businesses forward.

football ground, at

‘We are partnering with
a range of industry-leading

UK_A_Events.indd 75

digitalaccountancyshow.
co.uk.
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Tottenham Hotspur’s new
stadium in north London
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114th ACCA AGM
Minutes of the 114th AGM, held at the Adelphi, London, on 21 November 2019. ACCA
president Robert Stenhouse FCCA took the chair, and 69 members were present
Notice and the
auditor’s report

Resolution 1

votes being as follows:

The president also

To receive and adopt the

For 11,305 Against 124

offered a vote of thanks

The notice of meeting and

Report of the Council

the auditor’s report on the

and the Accounts for the

Resolution 3

secretary Michael Sleigh

accounts for the period 1

period 1 April 2018 to

To re-appoint as auditor

and retired executive

April 2018 to 31 March 2019

31 March 2019

Grant Thornton UK LLP

director of governance

were taken as read.

Robert Stenhouse gave

The president reported that

Peter Large for their

his presidential address

Council recommended that

services to ACCA.

Minutes

and asked Helen Brand

Grant Thornton UK LLP be

It was agreed that the

(chief executive) to give a

re-appointed as ACCA’s

members for their

minutes of the AGM held

presentation.

auditor. He then invited

attendance and their

questions on Resolution 3.

participation in the

He then invited questions

on 15 November 2018 and
published in the January

and comments on the report

2019 issue of Accounting

and the accounts.
The president called

and Business should be

to ACCA’s retired

AGM and the voting

The president called for

process.

a poll and declared the
resolution carried, the votes

The president declared

taken as read and signed

for a poll and declared

being cast as follows:

the meeting closed at

as correct.

the resolution carried, the

For 10,377 Against 1,052

2.40pm.

AB

Resolution 2

14. Dean Lee

4,544

The president therefore declared the

To receive the report of the ballot

15. Joseph Owolabi

4,440

following members elected or

Council

16. Kayode Yusuf

4,395

The scrutineer’s report and the

17. Daniel Chou

4,258

number of votes received by each

18. Emmanuel Kapizionis

4,113

candidate in the ballot for the election

19. Fergus Wong

4,085

of members of Council were reported as

20. Sallah-ud-din (den) Surfraz

4,058

follows:

21. Babajide Ibironke

3,601

re-elected to Council:

for the election of members of

76

The president thanked

1. Michelle Hourican

7,311

22. Akin Akinbode

3,437

2. Lorraine Holleway

7,228

23. Fatima Haider

3,312

3. Carol-Ann Boothe

6,508

24. Jakub Klatt

3,042

4. Sharon Critchlow

6,307

25. Grzegorz Maczynski

2,886

5. Mohd Nasir Ahmad

5,921

26. Dev Ramnarine

2,693

6. John Cullen

5,547

27. Dato’ Seri Raymond Liew

2,557

7. Natalie Chan

5,277

28. Aamer Allauddin

2,372

8. Arthur Lee

5,253

29. Sahil Gupta

2,103

9. Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan

5,137

30. Sarmad Khan

1,927

10. Brigitte Nangoyi Muyenga

5,016

11. Phoebe Hao Yu

4,967

31. Muhammad Junaid Younas Ghori 1,885
32. Maqbool Ahmad
1,789

12. Matt Dolphin

4,936

33. Waseem Ahmad

1,702

13. Gillian McCreadie

4,554

34. Kamal Raj Sadien

1,435

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Michelle Hourican
Lorraine Holleway
Carol-Ann Boothe
Sharon Critchlow
Mohd Nasir Ahmad
John Cullen
Natalie Chan
Arthur Lee
Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan
Brigitte Nangoyi Muyenga
Phoebe Hao Yu
Matt Dolphin
Gillian McCreadie
Dean Lee
Joseph Owolabi
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Council highlights
At the annual Council meeting on 21 November 2019, new Council members
were welcomed and new president Jenny Gu was elected
ACCA’s annual Council

Chan, Brigitte Nangoyi

2019/20, in accordance

meeting took place on

Muyenga, Matt Dolphin,

with the bye-laws

21 November 2019 at the

Gillian McCreadie and

Adelphi in London following

Joseph Owolabi. Council

ACCA’s 114th annual general

also welcomed the nine re-

meeting (AGM).

elected members of Council:

examination results

*

receiving reports

*

approving the Council
regulations for 2020

Oversight Committee

*

electing three Council

and Market Oversight

members to serve on

Committee meetings

Mohd Nasir Ahmad, Sharon

the Nominating and

held in September,

meeting, Council elected

Critchlow, John Cullen,

Governance Committee

and the Remuneration

ACCA’s officers for the

Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan,

in 2019/20, along with

Committee, Governance

coming year. ACCA’s new

Lorraine Holleway, Michelle

the officers

Design Committee

president is Jenny Gu. She

Hourican, Arthur Lee, Dean

agreeing the Council

and Audit Committee

will be supported by Mark

Lee and Phoebe Hao Yu.

workplan and a set of

meetings held in October

At the annual Council

Council took a number of

Millar (deputy president) and
Orla Collins (vice president).
Council welcomed six new

objectives for the Council

other decisions at its annual
meeting and received a

members, whose election

number of reports, including:

was declared at the AGM:

*

Carol-Ann Boothe, Natalie

*

year ahead

*

noting a report from the

*

from the Resource

noting the standing
committee annual reports
for 2018/19.

Qualifications Board,

Council’s next meeting

adopting Council’s

including the ratification

will be held in London on

standing orders for

of the September 2019

14 March 2020.

AB
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Safeguarding the brand
ACCA’s rules and regulations are designed to support the membership and promote
public confidence in the profession. Our disciplinary procedures are key to this
No one wants to be on the
receiving end of disciplinary

ACCA’s
disciplinary
processes focus
on breaches that
may discredit
ACCA and the
accountancy
profession

proceedings, but the robust
enforcement of the process
is vital for building trust and
confidence in the profession
and in the ACCA brand.
‘Most members accept
that the disciplinary process
upholds ethical values and
professional behaviour and
isn’t simply there to punish,’
says Antony Townsend,
chair of ACCA’s Regulatory
Board. ‘It is designed to be

planks to ACCA’s provision

a deterrent – to send a clear

of support,’ says Townsend.

members and to protect the

are informal and formal

message that members will

‘One of the most important

reputation of the profession

complaints processes

be held to account if they fall

is enforcement of the exam

is ACCA’s Code of Ethics

to deal with those,’ says

short of our standards.’

rules. A huge amount

and Conduct, available on

Townsend. ‘Instead, we

of effort is invested in

the website so members

deal with the failure to

team’s key focuses is support

ensuring we have a robustly

can check standard practices

observe proper standards

for members to ensure that

monitored exam processes.

against them. They range

of professional conduct

they do not fall foul of the

It is our duty to ensure they

from fundamental principles

and breaches of regulations

rules. ‘There are several key

are run with integrity.’

to examples of complaints

that may cause public

held against members

concern or discredit ACCA

relating to conduct.

and the profession.’

One of the disciplinary

Regulatory remit

The majority of complaints

honest errors, and there

ACCA’s disciplinary and

ACCA’s Regulatory Board is made up of lay people and

are to do with dishonesty or

regulatory framework reflects

accountants, legal advisers, disciplinary and regulatory

lack of competency and due

its commitment to upholding

assessors and a non-accountant chair. Its remit is to oversee

care. ‘Both are viewed very

ethical behaviour. It serves

ACCA’s disciplinary and regulatory activities, and to report

seriously and, where upheld,

to reassure members,

to Council on the fairness and impartiality of these activities.

usually result in exclusion

employers, regulators and

The Board also has responsibility for overseeing ACCA’s

from membership,’ says

governments about the

examinations and other matters in relation to the integrity of

Townsend.

robustness and credibility

the qualifications process.

ACCA’s disciplinary

of our brand. As an ACCA

Placing oversight of regulation and discipline at ‘arm’s

processes are not concerned

member, you can feel proud

length’ from the governance of our other activities helps to

with minor, one-off mistakes.

to be part of a truly leading

reassure stakeholders that ACCA’s arrangements are operated

‘Many professionals make

professional body.

impartially, with integrity and in the public interest.
Disciplinary actions range from a reprimand, to significant
reduction in professional activity, to removal of membership.
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Also there to support
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More information
Find out more about ACCA’s disciplinary process, including
the results of hearings, at bit.ly/ACCAdisciplinary.
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Change for practitioners
Relevant practitioners’ failure to register with an anti-money laundering
supervisor is a criminal offence. Here’s what members need to do to comply
ACCA is changing the

accountant, an insolvency

ACCA’s website. There will

way it investigates and

practitioner or a tax adviser

also be a significant financial

disposes of instances

is properly supervised for

impact for anyone affected.

where members, affiliates

anti-money laundering (AML)

For those practising without

and students are found

compliance. This list includes

a PC there will be the cost

to be practising without a

anyone undertaking public

of obtaining a certificate,

practising certificate (PC). It

practice and those providing

the cost of registering with

is also changing how it deals

only bookkeeping services.

HMRC for AML compliance,

with members, affiliates

Providing any of the

possible penalties

and students that provide

services outlined above

imposed by HMRC for

bookkeeping services.

without AML supervision is a

late registration, and a

are providing bookkeeping

criminal offence. ACCA will

fine and costs imposed by

services only, you can

will be carried out to ensure

dispose of such cases using

ACCA.

find out where to register

that anyone who is a trust or

its disciplinary process (see

company service provider,

facing page). Disciplinary

available at accaglobal.

HMRC details at bit.ly/

an auditor, an external

outcomes are published on

com/uk-pc-update. If you

HMRCAML-reg.

From 1 March 2020, checks

UK_A_PracCert.indd 79

Further information is

for AML supervision with
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Forward thinking
Public sector members and inspirational speakers discussed the innovations
that are transforming their landscapes at ACCA’s recent summit
ACCA’s public sector
summit, which took place in
November, had innovation
as its central theme.
Around 100 members from
across the UK joined the
conference at the Institution
of Engineering Technology
in London, listening to
speakers from all areas
of the public sector –
education, local and central
government, charities
and the NHS – talk about
various initiatives that they
are deploying in order to
transform different aspects
of finance and strategy in
their respective fields of
expertise.
See page 60 for further
coverage of discussions.

AB

Jez Hall, director at
SharedFuture CIC.
Sarah Mann, head of
programmes at the
Design Council.
The event provided the
opportunity for members
to network.
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Delegates joined a breakout session about
ACCA’s Innovation Compass.
Geoff Mulgan, chief executive of innovation
foundation Nesta.
Lee Robins, head of enforcement at
Companies House.
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It’s time to rewire

are perfectly placed as the

Sitting at the heart of their

perceptions of the

future-proof leaders that

organisations, they drive

accountancy profession in

business and organisations

ethical decision-making in

this digital age.

urgently need.

fast-changing environments.
And as organisations move

Director of brand and
corporate reputation
Chris Quick
chris.quick@accaglobal.com

that ACCA is focusing on

industrial revolution,

from profit to purpose,

Printing Walstead Southernprint

over the next three months

with innovation and

the talents of accountants

– the power of future-ready

change happening at an

are guiding decisions and

talent – we demonstrate how

unprecedented rate. This

tracking progress.

professional accountants

revolution is powered by

Through the latest theme

We’re in the fourth

As organisations
move from profit
to purpose,
the talents of
accountants are
guiding decisions

ACCA is offering up a

good financial

range of resources to explore

and business

this theme over the next

management,

quarter, including a video,

which remains

insights on our careers app,

the lifeblood

and events such as virtual

of sustainable

careers fairs and webinars.

businesses,

The aim is to dive deeper

governments

into how ACCA professional

and economies.

accountants are best

ACCA

placed to advise and lead

accountants

the journey towards more

keep this

purpose-led organisations.

lifeblood
flowing.
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Head of ACCA Media
Peter Williams
peter.williams@accaglobal.com

Visit accaglobal.com/
future-talent for more.
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